
hy fall comes - autumn arrives,

Still thou remain full of life as ever before,

Not worried; not shaken a bit 

Simply falls, without uttering a

Single word to your lover to save you

from getting withered.

Thou unconditional acceptance is captivating,

O soft hearted beauty, thy passive life is 

Exquisite treasure of green emotions.
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BUT DARLING 
$60.00
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...On the Cover
BUT DARLING (Schreiner 2016) ML. 46”  $60.00

But Darling’s conspicuous midribs are seeming reflections of the deep rich 
violet falls. This captivating bitone’s pale, austere apricot standards help 
lend the plush falls an air of sensuality. Uncontrolled ruffling, and a ¼” 
lavender periphery on the falls, are twin delights. This extremely tall sen-
tinel features great substance, good branching, and has shown us as many 
as three simultaneous blossoms in our test seedling beds. Seedling A287-1.

Schreiner 2016 Introductions ...................... Pages 4-8 
Index of Tall Bearded Iris ............................ Pages 8-9 
Tall Bearded Iris .............................. Pages 9-58, 66-72 
Reblooming Iris ....................................... Pages 20-21 
Fragrant Iris ....................................................Page 47 
Historical Iris ................................................. Page 58
Iris Books ....................................................... Page 59 
Beardless Iris ............................................ Pages 60-61 
Dwarf Iris ................................................. Pages 62-63 
Median Iris ............................................... Pages 64-65

Indicates fragrant Iris.

Table of Contents

A fond memory from the 2015 bloom season: Visiting with 
fellow Irisarians in our Display Gardens during the annual AIS 

Convention.

More Iris fun 

and information from Schreiner’s Iris Gardens on 
Facebook, WordPress and Pinterest.
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 <<... See page 8 to learn how you can receive this 

and other 2016 New Introductions
Free with your Iris order!

Greetings, 
Many years ago a man followed his dream, making his hobby his livelihood.  
F.X. Schreiner fell in love with the great beauty of bearded Iris. Inheritors 
of the romance with Iris were his children and grandchildren. Just as with 
our grandfather, our unabashed love of Iris stems also from our direct 
involvement with the land - in all seasons. The pride we take - family 
members and esteemed employees alike - in doing our best to follow that 
dream of long ago, in offering the finest and newest Iris, further fuels our 
passion for the future.

Our greatest enjoyment comes in Bloom Season. Seeing the enthusiastic 
reactions on the faces of visitors. Their excited conversations. Savoring the 
pleasure a family takes from their time here. A giggling child clasping his 
first bouquet of colorful stems. The many heartfelt compliments. You only 
have to see an Iris garden in full splendor to realize why we have a special 
place in our hearts for them, and why they continue to inspire artists to 
capture their breathtaking beauty.
Our catalog features brand new Iris - our own introductions on pages 4-8, as 
well as 30 additional varieties from outstanding hybridizers. No other flower 
can rival Bearded Iris for the variety of different and incredible colors. Our 
Dwarf and Intermediate Iris provide you with early spring bloom before the 
onset of Tall Bearded bloom. Reblooming Iris may unfurl a second time 
in the summer and fall. Siberians and Louisianas, the lovely Beardless Iris, 
follow in the late spring and early summer. Whether within the narrow 
confines of a city lot, or stretched along an entire side yard, colorful Iris will 
lift your spirits each spring.
One thing we love as much as growing top-quality Iris, is hearing from our 
customers. We welcome you to take a moment to contact us with questions 
and comments about growing Iris, bloom season, and all things Iris. This 
catalog represents only a portion of the available listings. Please visit our 
website, or let our friendly office staff assist you, to make the best choice of 
Iris for your garden. As always, we thank you for your choosing Schreiner’s 
Iris Gardens.

The Schreiners
P.S. Please consider a trip to Schreiner's Gardens at bloom time. Our 
10-acre display of over 500 Iris cultivars, planted among a dizzying array of 
mature perennials, welcomes local and international visitors each May. Call 
our office or visit our website for more Bloom Season details.

TABLE FOR
TWO

BONUS

"Sky and Sun"
with white Allium and pink Lupine.
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OVER DRINKS (Schreiner 2016) ML. 41” $50.00
Over Drinks stands tall, an exotic torch in the garden. It can’t 
be surprising that the parents, so dissimilar to each other, 
produce Over Drinks, which bears no resemblance to either 
one. Ruffled, dusky cream standards are shot with purple 
on their midribs. See the dark maroon hafts on the falls, 
in our photo at left. Below the orange beard and divided 
by the medial line, the falls blend to red lavender. Looping 
around the exuberant ruffled petals is a mauve loop. This 
showy specimen is triple socketed with 7 buds per stem. 
(Mastery X Changing Seasons) Seedling #TT1314-1.

PURPLE PANACHE (Schreiner 2016) M. 37” $50.00
See in our photo at left.  how the colors of the standards and falls of 
Purple Panache are mutually enhancing, thereby bringing out the full 
beauty of the respective colors - plum purple and violet purple. Caterpillar 
orange beards finish it up with élan. Robust plants. Purple Panache was the 
winning entry in our 2015 Name The Iris Contest. N. Lee Spady wrote 
that it was chosen for its “deep, regal purple, those ruffles and the zing of 
that beard. It just had so much style! At the same time, the cooler purple 
standards give it an elegance. It’s Purple Panache!” (RR148-B X Jazz Solo) 
Seedling #YY63-A.

PURPLE
PANACHE

$50.00

STARTING FRESH (Schreiner 2016) ML. 37½” $50.00
Starting Fresh’s clean white standards are subtly suffused with yellow at 
the base. Amethyst rose bands dramatically edge its snow white falls as 
shown in our picture at right. Large, pretty orange beards bring an air 
of festivity. Starting Fresh is blessed with nonpareil form. It has large 
flowers, tall stalks, good branching, and is triple-socketed, with 8 buds 
per stem. An ideal variety for beginning an Iris garden. (Poem of Ecstasy X 
KK863-1) Seedling #TT1008-A. 

OVER
DRINKS
$50.00

STARTING 
FRESH
$50.00
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GREAT FALLS (Schreiner 2016) M. 36”    $60.00
Delight in the sheer beauty of this dark-topped, reverse blue amoena. 
Its darker and full standards display a wondrously artistic magic, in 
distinguishing nearly each interior petal. Compared to the kinetic 
standards, the lighter blue falls are appealingly predictable. A darker 
blue medial line lends character, as shown in our photo at right. 
Great Falls has large blossoms, 8 buds per stem and purple tinted 
foliage. (Sea Power x TT1585-A) Seedling #A982-1.

CYBERGRAPE (Schreiner 2016) M. 42”  $55.00
See in our photo at right how the light blue beard blinks amidst eyelash veining. 
Cybergrape makes a welcome addition to your garden. This blue-purple neglecta’s 
wonderfully reinforcing tones are worth savoring. Fine, bell-shaped falls are an opu-
lent violet purple. Copiously ruffled standards are colored hyacinth blue, reflecting 
the outer rim of the falls. Consistently produces 8 buds per stem, with 3 blossoms 
open at once. Seedling #WW1420-1. CYBERGRAPE 

$55.00

SHADOWED
MOON
$50.00

GREAT
FALLS
$60.00

SHADOWED MOON (Schreiner 2016) L. 35” $50.00
Shadowed Moon, well-named, is a novelty in its smoky-yellow-green class. Its bold 
color makes one long to see it near other strong colors in the garden. The overall 
effect is one of intrigue, bringing to mind a Bengal Tiger. Or a Shadowed Moon.  As 
our photo below shows, Shadowed Moon is well-formed, with flaring, corrugated 
falls having a swatch of purple, and earthen colored hafts. Ramping up the oomph 
are bold orange beards and a bright yellow on the lower portion of the falls. The 
pale yellow standards are characterized by varying intensities of muted colors - 
brown and purple. Seedling #TT436-B. 



BLUSH HOUR (Schreiner 2016) M. 35”   $60.00
Our photo at left illustrates the elegant poise and great beauty of this 
ideally formed reverse pink amoena. Deeper pink tones highlight fringes 
of the standards. Dominating the falls are immaculate white, green-veined 
centers. The edges of the petals are delightfully laced and ruffled, as well 
as blessed with soft blushes of coral. Vibrant orange beards add a note 
of contrast to this refined pastel. Triple socketed with 7 buds per stem. 
Seedling #WW906-1.

BLUSH 
HOUR
$60.00

OPEN OCEAN (Schreiner 2016) M. 38”  $55.00
This offspring of our azure blue Oregon Skies is evocative of the waters off our 
Oregon coastline. Open Ocean’s gently pleated petals are saturated in soft marine 
blue. Yellow-tipped beards and slight veining on the falls add some necessary ten-
sion. Branches bearing 8 buds per stem display this classically formed hybrid. See 
our photo below.  As we are universally drawn to the ocean, you also will be - to the 
cerulean blue color of our Open Ocean. Seedling #EE1023-A.

POPPED WHITE (Schreiner 2016) ML. 41”  $50.00
Tall, erect stature and vivid beards distinguish this splendid white eruption. Perfect 
flower form creates a feeling of serenity. 53 years ago we wrote in our catalog (about 
Wedding Bouquet, Buttrick, ’53), “A white Iris is acceptable at all times and has uni-
versal appeal, probably because we all instinctively admire the symbol of purity and 
innocence. When we find one that seems faultless, it is a thrill.” See our photo at 
left. 2014 White Seedling.

POPPED 
WHITE
$50.00
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OPEN 
OCEAN
$55.00



INVITING (Schreiner 2016) L. 41” $50.00
Accept the offer and allow this graceful bewitcher to conclude your bloom season. 
Inviting is a real looker, a rich lilac, held aloft on 41” stalks. The possessor of marvel-
ous architecture, it has perfectly drawn standards and wide, unfurling falls. A blaze 
of white on the falls and the white beards, provide the sole contrast in color. Parallel 
venations, as shown in our photo at left, are conspicuous on the halo. This robust 
variety’s chromatic impact casts a magical spell. Seedling #NN920-1.

INVITING
$50.00

FICKLE (Schreiner 2016) M. 40”  $50.00
We are glad to share with you the secret to gaining the loyalty and opti-
mum performance from Fickle: plant it outside in the dirt. The icy lav-
ender of Fickle’s standards complement the purple falls. Light touches of 
purple in the style arms and standards enhance the effect. See our photo 
at left. Round falls are deep violet in the center, shading to a rosy band, 
and finishing on the perimeter with the light coloration of the standards. 
A spritz of yellow on the beards, and a dash on the midribs, along with 
reddish brown hafts, adds vitality. 8 buds per stem. Seedling #VV548-1.

FICKLE
$50.00

BEE MY 
HONEY
$60.00
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BEE MY HONEY (Schreiner 2016) ML. 39”  $60.00
A first glance at this sharp red and yellow plicata can be akin 
to accidentally contacting a low voltage wire. Some of our most 
primal instincts are put on notice. See in our photo below 
how Bee My Honey’s yellow ground color gleams like a beacon. 
The ruby red sanding attractively overlays the falls, as well as 
predominating in the standards. Bee My Honey’s flaring falls 
forcefully ripple 39” high. This vividly colored plicata is guar-
anteed a second look. Seedling #VV736-1.
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TABLE FOR TWO (Schreiner 2016) VE. 36”  BONUS
Blooming very early in the season, Table for Two will usher in your bloom season. This distinctive 

bitone’s color and solidity suggest strength and masculinity. Its tawny standards become violet (not 
violent) at the midribs. Strongly ruffled falls are black-red, as seen in our photo at left. A yellow beard 
makes itself comfortable in a white star blaze. Table for Two has excellent substance, 3 spurs and has 8 

buds on a stalk. Right this way, please. Seedling #WW81-1.

EARN Free 
BONUS IRIS!

As our way of saying “Thank You” for your order, we will include a gift from these 
lovely New Releases. This year’s possible BONUS Iris are pictured here.

Receive 1 Free for your Iris order of $50

Receive 2 Free for your Iris order of $100

Receive 3 Free for your Iris order of $150 

Receive 4 Free for your Iris order of $200 or more!

Amount does not include books, fertilizer, gifts, summer sale, wholesale orders or shipping charges.
Please list in order of your preference. Limited to available stock on hand.

LIGHTHEADED (Schreiner 2016) M. 37” BONUS
Just sayin’. Lengthy convocations with our new red amoena 

could result in unforeseen consequences. Compared to 
most earlier entrants in this class, the introduction of 

orange in the red leather falls, is a catalyst. Add that to 
the pristine white standards, which are dramatically 
enlivened by infusions of ochre. Note in our photo 

at left, how the white border unifies the flaring 
falls. A bright orange beard in a white blaze adds an 

exclamation. With 3 sockets 7 buds. Get a grip. 
Seedling #RR1179-1.

FLIP (Schreiner 2016) ML. - L. 40” BONUS
Flip’s large flowers have ethereal mauve standards with more pronounced lilac etching at the petal’s ends, and 

the midribs. Its red-rose falls feature a light medial stripe flowing from the yellow-tipped beard. A very fine line, 
reflecting the lilac of the standards, outlines the falls. Flip’s bitone color combination is not new, although it 

can seem so. Maytime, 1950 (Whiting) was similar. Flip’s more improved form and deft coloration would bring 
satisfaction to our ancestors, who wrote in the catalog, “that it was the most difficult of color classes to improve.”  

See our photo at left. (II175 x Can’t Touch this). Seedling  #YY556-A.

RINGS TRUE (Schreiner 2016) M. 37”  BONUS
At first glance, our attention is drawn to the dazzling contrast between the 
snow white ground of the falls, and the blue purple stitching encircling the 

petals. Then, taking in the standards and the lovely interplay of clean white 
with lavender highlighting, it seems clear. The standards are the more sublime 
beauty. Rings True, with its Emma Cook pattern, is a child of it parents. It has 
the color of Charleston, and the form and defined banding of Petticoat Shuffle. 

See the photo at left with 8 buds per stem. Seedling YY122-A.

FLIP

TABLE FOR
TWO

LIGHTHEADED

RINGS
TRUE
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Tall Bearded Iris
WILD ANGEL (Johnson 2006) ML. 42” $24.00
 Our photo below captures Wild Angel’s ebullience. A faint gold halo lines the 

ruffled standards. Gilt banding and hafts invigorate this tall, fragrant, popular 
amoena. Note the bright marigold beards along with the gold veining on the hafts, 
and how violet striations stream down the falls. HM ’08. AM ’10.

SPIRIT OF ALEJANDRO (Schreiner 2015) M. 30” $44.00
This poised and composed bloom is dedicated to the late Alejandro Vargas, a wonder-
ful employee of 35 years. Contrasting tones allow petals and style arms to be clearly 
visible, and the result is pleasing. The reverse of the falls, and zonal spots on the falls 
and standards enliven the overall cornflower blue. 30" tall, with good branching and 
8 buds on a stem.

COPYRIGHT 2016 SCHREINER’S GARDENS, SALEM, OREGON  NO PART OF THIS CATALOG MAY BE REPRINTED OR REPRODUCED ELECTRONICALLY WITHOUT WRITTEN PERMISSION OF COPYRIGHT HOLDER.

WILD ANGEL
$24.00

SPIRIT
OF

ALEJANDRO
$44.00



Descriptions for the five varieties in the 
Pick of the Pack Collection

(See pictures on page 11)

CHRISTMAS PRESENT (Ghio 2007) ML. 34” $22.00
 With this gift, all of the anticipation will be richly rewarded. The 

ravishing blue orchid self darkens at the base of the midribs, and to 
a lesser extent, on the edges of the petals. See in our photo on page 
11, the superb form - erect, wide and thick falls, arched standards, 
with dimpling and crinkling. Coral tipped lavender beards introduce 
a welcome color. HM ’09. AM ’11.

COPPER FUSION (Aitken 2008) ML. 35” $20.00
 Looking for something different to liven up your garden? Copper 

Fusion, a reverse amoena with a harmonious blending of colors, will fill 
the bill. A gradual red flush on the standards goes well with the pale 
yellow band on the falls. The center of the undulating falls is a smooth 
white, and orange beards generate captivating appeal as displayed in 
our photo on page 11. HM ’10.

 NOBLE GESTURE (Keppel 2010) EM. 38” $17.50 
Noble Gesture crackles with energy. Velvety deep purple falls rhythmi-
cally billow and furl, rock and unfurl. Wide hafts are chiseled and 
flushed with dark red. Exquisitely formed concord purple standards 
combine to herald this neglecta blue blood as the epitome of quality, 
as seen in our photo on page 11. Good branching and bud count. 
HM ’12.

SORBONNE (Keppel 2009) ML. 38”  $16.00
 This dark-topped plicata is slightly different than earlier offerings 

from Mr. Plicata, Keith Keppel. Observe in our photo on page 11, 
how the black-red standards have just a slight peppering of yellow. 
Creamy white centers in the falls warm laterally to a lemon-gold. 
Speckled red-brown streaks and dotting darken to a ½” band at the 
bottom. This popular (HM ’11. AM ’13. ) must-have, has flawless 
form. 

WONDERS NEVER CEASE (Black 2007) EM. 40” $15.00
 Wonders Never Cease is blessed with great exuberance, excellent ruffled 

and flared form, and a slight, sweet fragrance. Creamed standards 
are dramatically rimmed gold. Yellow-tipped beards rest atwixt rose- 
veined falls, which change to a warm center, ending with a darker 
wash. See our photo on page 11 of this early bloomer. 

 HM ’09. AM ’11.

MANGO ENTRÉE (Blyth 1997) ML. 38” $8.00
 Mango Entrée’s wide heavily ruffled petals are smoothly colored in tantalizing  

honey apricot tones. Our picture at left reveals slight veining on the falls 
near the prominent orange beards. This tall Australian introduction is  
absolutely delicious!

BLACK MAGIC WOMAN (Tasco 2008) EM. 34”   $18.00
 Supernatural or not, the power of Black Magic Woman can mesmerize. Fuchsia 

red-violet standards hide their secrets, while below, rounded jet black falls 
smolder. See the photo below left. Persimmon orange beards warn us - this 
is not an Iris to turn our backs on. Intensely saturated colors make this a 
splendid addition to any garden. Very slight fragrance.

  HM ’10. AM ’12. WM ’14.
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MANGO 
ENTREE

$8.00

BLACK MAGIC
WOMAN
$18.00

"Ordered from 3 companies last fall..Schreiner’s iris "blew" me away! Incredible size 
& health. And a lovely pictured marker with each." - Kathy C. Lincoln, NE

"Schreiner's rocks the iris world. Your selection is second to none, as is the size and 
health of the rhizomes you ship. Is there a better combination and variety of selection 

and quality of product? No way. This will be my 6th or 7th straight year ordering 
from you guys. Always worthwhile..." - Phil P., NC

"I'd buy all of them. My wish list is long and getting longer! I am excited to have 
found your site." - Sharon S., CA
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For the discerning collector…we wish to offer the cream of the crop – a 
special selection of some of the finest Iris currently on the market. All 
five pictured on this page and described on page 10. We are sure you 

will approve!

ONLY $68.95 
OFFER 16-11

Pick of the Pack

WONDERS NEVER CEASE....... $15.00

CHRISTMAS PRESENT......$22.00

SORBONNE......$16.00

COPPER FUSION....... $20.00

NOBLE GESTURE....... $17.50



Descriptions for the five varieties in  
The 5 Iris of the Year for 2016 Collection

(See pictures on page 13)
EASTER CANDY (Keppel 2011) EML. 37” $15.00
 The most salient feature of this soft, restful bicolor is the pronounced blue medial 

stripe on the falls. It accentuates the mellow dulcet hues - pale canary yellow standards 
and light blue-violet falls. As our photo on page 13 shows, Easter Candy exhibits flaw-
less form. In addition it produces many stems in the garden. HM ’13. AM ’15.

MONEY IN YOUR POCKET (Black 2007) ML. 44” $14.00
 And a song will be in your heart, with this in your garden. The center style arms and 

middle of falls are medium dark blue. The edges and top of the standards are lighter.  
And a wide band around the falls is light blue, near white. Great grower, fragrant and 
very tall. HM ’09. AM ’11. WM ’15. 

RARER THAN RUBIES (Blyth 2007) ML. 40” $14.00
  This luminous import from Australia features compatibly agreeable tones. Shapely 

burgundy-rose standards lighten at the laced edges. The sinuous border on the falls 
mirrors the standards. Plum centers with the adjacent red swatch on the falls, make 
the entire flower pop. Bright orange beards (see our photo on page 13), good branch-
ing and a sweet fragrance make this a rarity.

REVISION (Keppel 2011) EML. 39” $18.00
 What more can you say? As breathtaking as any in its class. Revision produces dazzling 

white standards. The white falls are slightly striated. A half inch columbine blue band 
adds allure. As our photo on page 13 shows, light orange beards lend chromatic 
impact to this stunning beauty. Good branching.

TEMPORAL ANOMALY (Tasco 2007) M. 38” $16.00
 Temporal Anomaly earns its honorific, quirkily combining butterscotch standards 

and grape burgundy falls. This uniquely colored bicolor offers strong flaring falls, 
which are heavily dotted and stippled over a cold white ground. Dark veining in the 
standards lends an air of complexity, as shown in our photo on page 13. Temporal 
Anomaly is quickly gaining acclaim. (HM ’09. AM ’11. WM ’15.) Slight sweet fra-
grance. 
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TUNNEL VISION (Keppel 2010) EM. 38” $18.00
 This unusual plicata is emblematic of the light at the end of the tunnel. It’s note-

worthy for the uniform darkness - black-purple, except for a creamy splash on the 
falls. Pictured above, mustard beards inject personality. Mr. Plicata’s Tunnel Vision 
brings us closer to the black plicata. HM ’12. AM ’15.

COLOR STROKES (Schreiner 2012) EM. 39”  $15.00
 Color Strokes is an eye-catching color with carmine red plicata markings overlay the 

white sunburst, contrasting with the flame-red outer falls. See in our photo below 
how the orange-gold beard complements the pristine white standards. Its impressive 
stem dependably produces three branches and 6-7 buds.

RITZY (Hager 2004) M. 37” $14.00 
This fine, light yellow demands your undivided attention. Note in our photo above, 
how the petals abound in laciness. Such a light, uplifting pastel is sure to gladden 
your heart. Shapely standards lighten at the midribs. Cadenced, flaring falls sport a 
white spray down the middle. Every bed of Iris is enlivened by a lemon yellow. 

 HM ’06.

RITZY
$14.00

TUNNEL
VISION
$18.00

COLOR 
STROKES

$15.00
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Five new Iris destined for fame.  
Selected for outstanding growing 
qualities and exceptional garden 

value. All five pictured on this page. 
Descriptions on page 12. 

ONLY $64.95
OFFER 16-13

 
 5 Iris of the
Year for 2016

RARER 
THAN 

RUBIES
$14.00

EASTER 
CANDY
$15.00

TEMPORAL
ANOMALY

$16.00

REVISION
$18.00

MONEY IN 
YOUR POCKET

$14.00



UNCONDITIONAL LOVE (Ghio 2010) EML. 36”  $24.00
 Unconditional Love’s huge, wide falls are lighter in tone than the medium pink stan-

dards. Additionally, as shown in our photo above, a subtle shaded edging defines 
the falls. Note how the restrained pink deepens at the center of the flower. Heavily 
ruffled, this light and creamy, dreamy pink longs to envelop you. HM ’12.

BY DESIGN (Kerr 2005) M. 35”                   $16.00
 Enjoy the touch of blue in the standards and style arms, as shown in our photo 

below. Blue highlighting brings added complexion and a hall of mirrors effect. A 
thin light purple borders the corrugated falls. HM ’07.
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ABSOLUTE STAR (Schreiner 2013) M. 37”  $24.00
 Allow the soft tones of this celestial charmer to influence you. Few of us can resist 

this color, a pleasing melding of cream and pale yellow, with a hint of green. The 
predominantly down-curving falls are mostly white, with slight pleating and laciness, 
as seen in our photo above. The strong standards are semi-open, giving a solid look 
to the overall flower. 37” stalks and flowers are big.

FASHIONISTA (Blyth 2009) ML. & RE. 35” $22.00
 This Fashionista looks at fashion as an art. Its refined feminine coloring makes for an 

appealing show. Gorgeous coral pink standards complement lilac pastel falls, which 
are so big they flounce upward like petticoats. A definite advance in the lavender-
pink bicolor category. See the delicious appeal in our photo below of this crisp 
Fashionista. HM ’11.

ABSOLUTE 
STAR
$24.00

FASHIONISTA
$22.00

UNCONDITIONAL
LOVE

$24.00

BY DESIGN
$16.00
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LLAMA MAMA (Kasperek 2005) EM. 37”  $24.00
 Mama won’t be able to leave this Llama Mama at home. Once again the veteran 
hybridizer with the lighthearted names delivers a striking Iris. Its arched stan-
dards are a lovely peach-orange. Pure white falls are overlaid with heavy raspberry 
stitching and dotting, and a darker band on the perimeter, as shown in our photo 
above. HM ’07.

TORONTO (Johnson 2011) EM. 36”  $16.00
 A truly distinctive Iris! Peach buff standards are a soft and welcoming hue. A 
breath of maroon, influenced by the falls, feathers the midribs. Smoldering violet 
maroon falls are galvanizing, and the peach and maroon, in concert - are delectable 
to behold. See our photo below. Huge, ruffled and cascading falls. An 1/8” peach 
edging adds to the effect.

RIO ROJO (Schreiner 2009) EM. 37” $12.50
 This silky red self has an undertone of sparkling claret as shown in our photo 

above. Also note how the lavishly formed flowers are handsomely ruffled and hold 
their glossy color without fading - - features not common in red Iris. In addition, 
excellent plant vitality means that each stem happily excels in producing a plethora 
of 8-10 buds per stalk. HM ’11. AM ’15.

DRACULA’S KISS (Schreiner 2009) EM. 36” $12.50
 This floral wonder’s dusky prune purple standards darken to black-purple in the 

falls. The most outstanding feature, as accurately depicted in our photo below, is 
the caterpillar-like bright tangerine beards. In addition, Dracula’s Kiss consistently 
produces 9-12 buds per stalk on a four-branched stem. HM ’11. AM ’13.

LLAMA
MAMA
$24.00 RIO

ROJO
$12.50

DRACULA'S 
KISS

$12.50
TORONTO

$16.00



 

BLUEBERRY
PARFAIT
$20.00

We know that Iris, like 
Delphiniums, have magnificent 

sky colors. Here is our pick 
of five superb sapphire Iris. 

All pictured on this page and 
described on page 17.

ONLY $46.00
OFFER 16-16
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INK 
PATTERNS

$14.00

WINTRY
SKY

$8.50

FATAL 
ATTRACTION

$7.50

  
Heavenly

Blues

DEVIL'S LAKE
$7.50



Descriptions for the five varieties in  
The Heavenly Blues Collection

(See pictures on page 16)

BLUEBERRY PARFAIT (Schreiner 2009) EM. 36” $20.00
 Two striking loops of color brand this innovation’s falls as shown in our picture 

on page 16. Each of these heavily ruffled petals is marked with a clean ¼” band 
of creamy white on its edges. A bold ¼” rim of blueberry-violet swirls just adjacent 
to that outer loop. The standards and the center of the falls remain an immaculate 
pristine white ground color. HM ’11.

DEVIL’S LAKE (Schreiner 1999) ML. 39” $7.50
  Devil’s Lake not only has dark navy blue coloration and frolicking ruffles but it 

also produces gargantuan flowers (7” x 4”). See our photo on page 16. HM ’01.

FATAL ATTRACTION (Kerr 1996) E. 36̋  $7.50
 One of the best of the neglectas, Fatal Attraction proudly displays its pedigree 

(Twist of Fate X Mystique). See one of these gigantic heavily ruffled flowers pic-
tured on page 16. HM ’98. AM ’00

INK PATTERNS (Johnson 2007) ML. 36”  $14.00
 Slightly innovative and beautifully named, this blue plicata, pictured on page 

16, has finger-print like stitching. The standards’ white ground is nearly repli-
cated on the falls. A robust grower, it yields up to 4 stalks with 9 buds per stem. 
HM ’09. AM ’11.

WINTRY SKY (Keppel 2002) EM. 36” $8.50
 The child of highly acclaimed Crowned Heads, this vigorous reverse blue amoena 

exudes an air of casual elegance, as shown in our photo on page 16. Its strong 
stems bear 7-8 of these lavishly ruffled blue flowers. HM ’04. AM ’06. WM ’10.

TIDAL RAVES (Schreiner 2014) EM. 40”  $34.00
This offspring of Blueberry Parfait will draw more than normal raves in the coming 
years. Here’s a blue amoena of stunning chromatic contrast. See the photo above. 
The standards are pristine white in their entirety, providing a contrast with the inky 
blue violet falls. However, the beguiling white underlies the dark tone of the falls 
as well, evidenced by the white flash around the yellow beard, and the fine outline 
around the petal’s rim. Three branched stems yield at least 7 buds per stalk on this 
early blooming showstopper.

NIGHT RULER (Schreiner 1990) M. 39” $7.50
 Note in our illustration above right how Night Ruler’s color, a deep inky purple 

with a pervasive black sheen, thoroughly permeates the flower, beards and all. It is its 
copious ruffling which truly separates it from other dark Iris. 7 double-socketed buds 
are presented on three widely spaced branches. HM ’92. AM ’94.

OVERJOYED (Gatty-Keppel 1994) M. 35” $7.50
 Superb form and substance combine with good growth and excellent stem habits to 

mark Overjoyed as one of the best yellow amoenas. Our photo at right shows how 
the exuberant ruffles punctuate both the creamy white standards and lemon yellow 
falls. HM ’96. AM ’98.
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18 CHOU BLEU....... $24.00

BAMBOO SHADOWS...... $16.00

MAGIC HAPPENS (Ghio 2006) EM. 35” $20.00
 In the world of Iris, an entirely new color simply does not materialize in a single 

day. Hybridizing progress is incremental. Aptly named Magic Happens is an exam-
ple of a somewhat new color motif. Thirteen years ago, the hybridizer introduced 
Vapor, a rosy striped amoena. Now we have a singular purple striped amoena. 
Notice in our photo at left how the prominent orange beards, along with the 
veined, warm hafts, and gold touches on the white standards, make magic.  

 HM ’08.

BAMBOO SHADOWS (Keppel 2006) M. 38” $16.00
 Flaring, rippling falls emanate from the mysterious and seductive absinthe yellow 

temptress. An eye-catching pale violet slash in the center of the falls, emphasizes 
the buff hafts and gold beards. The unusual style arms, outlined in violet, are made 
quite prominent and unify the entire flower as displayed in our photo at center 
left. HM ’08. AM ’10.

CHOU BLEU (Cayeux 2005) M. 37” $24.00
 This endearing darling blue has it all - perfect understated form, and a total satura-

tion of sky blue. Revel in the play of its gentle ripples, and let its quiet fragrance 
draw you in. Pale yellow beards, as shown in our photo below, adorn the broad 
falls of this exuberant charmer.

BEWILDERBEAST (Kasperek 1995) M. 30” $8.00
Bewilderbeast, pictured below, shows what all the attention is about. What an 
outrageous combination of purple, gold and white! Our photo also illustrates its well-
branched stem. HM ’97. AM ’99.

MAGIC HAPPENS....... $20.00

BEWILDERBEAST
$8.00
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RECKLESS ABANDON (Keppel 2010) M. 38” $24.00
  Reckless Abandon breaks new ground in its variegated class. The novelty is in the 

standards, leaving behind a solid color. Cream standards blend to light yellow on 
the edge and midribs. Dandelion crests add a lustrous flash. Broad black-burgundy 
falls are overlaid with a gaudy white and gold sunburst as displayed in our photo at 
right. Excellent branching, carrying up to 12 buds. HM ’12. AM ’14.

SALZBURG ECHO (Schreiner 2009) EM. 38” $12.50
 Note in our picture at right how the dazzling dandelion yellow of its petite 

ruffled falls gradually fades to creamy white in its standards. Such a delightful 
melody in chromatic tones evokes a playful mood. Vigorous stems sport 9-10 buds 
on three close branches.

MONTMARTRE (Keppel 2008) EM. 33”  $14.00
 Imagine the bustle and excitement of Paris in your own garden! Rollicking ruffles 

electrify this bishop’s purple luminata, as shown in our photo below right. Note 
the pale straw rim that energizes the ruffles, evoking a boisterous can-can line. 

 HM ’10. AM ’12. WM ’14.

AVALON SUNSET (Schreiners 1994) ML. 36” $7.50
  See a magnificent stem of this vibrant orange self in our photo below. These vigor-

ous plants produce strong weather-resistant stalks with 3-4 branches (one extra-low) 
yielding 8-10 buds. Bright tangerine beards add extra zest. Honeysuckle fragrance. 
HM ’96. 

SALZBURG ECHO....... $12.50

RECKLESS ABANDON....... $24.00

AVALON 
SUNSET

$7.50
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Reblooming Iris
“Remontant” or “Reblooming” Iris are those Bearded Iris which have a genetic tendency 
to bloom in the late summer or fall, in addition to their usual spring bloom. Remontancy 
depends on geographic location, climatic conditions and gardening practices. Look for images 
with the “Reblooms!” flag throughout the catalog. Remontancy is NOT guaranteed. Check 
our website for more details on growing Reblooming Iris.

These five varieties, on pages 20 and 21, have been consistent 
rebloomers for us. Take a chance…try to double your pleasure with a 

fall bloom season. We cannot guarantee the rebloom, however. 

ONLY $39.95
        OFFER 16-20

RENEWAL
$12.00

Descriptions for the five varieties in  
The Double Your Pleasure Collection

(See pictures on pages 20 & 21)      
IMMORTALITY (Zurbrigg 1982) M. & RE. 29” $8.00
  Our photo on page 21 shows a medium-sized formally shaped pure white 

self with light lemon yellow beards. Immortality is perhaps best known as THE 
reblooming wonder. Its plant vigor is superb, flaunting two to three stems per 
clump. Strong sweet fragrance. HM ’86. AM ’90.

MARIPOSA SKIES (Tasco 1996) EM. & RE. 33” $8.00
 Mariposa Skies’ large flowers have very pale blue standards flushed with deep 

blue-violet at the midribs. Its medium blue-violet falls lighten at their margins, 
highlighted by gentle ruffling. See this rebloomer with a deliciously sweet aroma 
pictured above left. HM ’98. AM ’01.

ORANGE HARVEST (Jones 1988) EM. & RE. 32”  $8.00
 The Reblooming Iris Society has identified Orange Harvest as a very dependable 

rebloomer thoughout most of the country. Bright orange color is uniformly 
applied to these medium-sized flowers. As a bonus, this vigorous luminous 
orange is slightly fragrant. Pictured on page 21.

RENEWAL (Sutton 2004) EM. & RE. 36” $12.00
 In the double-banded, reblooming Renewal we see a less common color, as 

shown in the photo at left. Standards display a faint yellow aureole around a 
washed green yellow, sanded with pale violet. Gleaming brightly is the white fall, 
encircled by a belt of deeper violet that also tickles the tip of the burnt orange 
beard. 

VIOLET TURNER (Lauer 1999) EM. & RE. 30” $7.50
 Charm emanates from this violet-purple bitone, a child of our own Sweeter 

than Wine. Not only does it have a beautiful floral color with shining tanger-
ine beards, Violet Turner also has a pronounced sweet fragrance and tends to 
rebloom in the summer. Pictured on page 21. HM ’02.

   Double Your
Pleasure Collection

MARIPOSA 
SKIES
$8.00

Best Bet and Eternal Bliss, 
paired with Black Eyed  Susans
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MEDICI PRINCE (Schreiner 2007) ML. 39” $9.00
 This richly colored bitone, shown in our photo below, has deep burgundy falls 

that nicely complement the lighter ruby standards and harmonizing beards.  Each 
stem produces 10-14 buds, making it one of the last Iris to bloom.  HM ’09.

MR. MOONLIGHT (Schreiner 2012) ML. 40” $16.00 
Imagine it's midnight and the garden is completely engulfed with Mr. Moonlight. Its 
dazzling white comes naturally from parents Winterfest and Cape Perpetua. This ravish-
ing white self (shown below) is marked by flaring and large corrugated falls. With 2 
branches and 2 spurs reaching 40", Mr. Moonlight defines the witching hour. HM ’15.

CARE TO DANCE (Schreiner 2013) M. 35”  $28.00
Seemingly lit from within, a gradual warm glow energizes the cen-
ter of Care to Dance. Its pristine white upper standards and wide 
raspberry falls extend an invitation. See in our photo at right how 
Care to Dance’s swirling petticoats, with their lavender border and 
warm center blaze, pull you in. Perfect form, big flowers on 35” 
stems, say “Come on!” HM ’15.

MR. 
MOONLIGHT

$16.00

MEDICI
PRINCE
$9.00

CARE TO
DANCE
$28.00
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QUEEN OF THE MIST (Schreiner 2011) L. 35”  $16.00                                       
 This pastel jewel is a worthy addition to any garden. Pale lavender color permeates 

its erect standards.  As shown in our picture above, the centers of the icy white 
falls are delicately painted with a whimsical mist of the same light lilac shade. The  
4 ¼” x 6 ½” flowers have waxy texture. Each husky stalk sports double-  and triple-
socketed buds and gives 8 to 9 flowers.  

BELLE DE PROVENCE (Baumunk 2006) ML. 34” $24.00
 Everywhere there’s an embroidery of lacy ruffling. As our photo below shows, this 

satisfying color hits home. The standards are a soft salmon-orange. A paler orange 
perimeter stitches the falls, and creamy white centers add just the right counter-
point. Show stalks. Good, healthy plants. HM ’08. AM ’10.

SPICED CUSTARD (Weiler 1987) ML. 35” $7.50
  Spiced Custard’s creamy yellow standards nicely complement its burnt orange 

falls. Bright orange beards add the spice to these moderately sized flowers. This 
robust bloomer often produces more than one stem per rhizome; each averages 9 
or more buds. Pictured above. HM ’89.

BALTIC SEA (Johnson 2008) L. 38” $16.00
 Surging and undulating ruffles evoke the unpredictable wildness of the sea. As our 

photo below illustrates, Baltic Sea’s uniform medium blue saturation, and its broad 
falls exert an irresistible pull on the garden viewer. Yellow-tipped, pale white beards 
enhance the beauty of the radiant blue. Fragrant. With good substance. 

 HM ’10. AM ’12.
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I PINK
I CAN

$24.00

SUPREME
SULTAN

$7.50

All 8 Iris picture on page 24

for ONLY 
$66.75
OFFER 16-24

The 8
Highlights

Grand Slam Collection
Paint your garden with massive plantings of several colors. Here we offer THREE 

plants each of all SIXTEEN Iris varieties pictured on these two pages

for ONLY $339.00
OFFER 16-24B

24

AMARILLO
FRILLS
$12.00

WINTERFEST
$8.00

OVER
ALASKA

$8.00

ANVIL OF
DARKNESS

$8.00

GOLDKIST
$8.00

FIRST
PICK

$14.00



Ray, who leads our 
hybridizing program, has put 
together in this selection his 

picks of some of the very best 
Iris. Here we offer the sixteen 
hybrids pictured on pages 24 
and 25 as a special collection 

for the Iris enthusiast. 
Descriptions on page 26.

ONLY 
$129.95
OFFER 16-25B

Jewel Box 
Collection All 8 Iris pictured

on page 25

for ONLY
$69.95
OFFER 16-25

All 8
Dazzlers
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PRESBY'S
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$8.00

FIREBREATHER
$7.50
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AMARILLO FRILLS (Hager 2002) EM. 37” $12.00
 Totally saturated in bright yellow, beards and all, Amarillo Frills’ large flowers 

project an air of sumptuousness. Appreciate the refined elegance provided by the 
laced edges of its classically formed petals, as shown in our photo on page 24. 
HM ’04. AM ’06.

ANVIL OF DARKNESS (Innerst 1998) M. 30” $8.00
 Intense black color, beards and all, is the strength of this popular (HM ’00,  

AM ’02) dark Iris, pictured on page 24. One would expect nothing less from 
the child of Dykes Medalist Before the Storm. A pleasing fragrance enhances 
the appeal.

BLUE TEMPTATION (Schreiner 2005) M. 40” $9.00 
We crossed Yaquina Blue X Oregon Skies to give us one of the smoothest cerulean 
blue creations we know. This remarkable uniformity of medium blue coloration 
even extends to the hafts and beards. Blue Temptation emanates a strange entic-
ing serenity. In addition, its large 4" by 6½" flowers are gently ruffled and have a 
perfect classical form, as seen in our photo on page 25. 

CHATEAU D’AUVERS SUR OISE (Cayeux 2004) E. 35” $12.50
 This French import’s remarkable color combination features pure white stan-

dards and coppery apricot falls. Our photo on page 25, illustrates this singular 
coloration, the bright orange beards, and its ruffled and flaring form.

FIREBREATHER (Schreiner 1992) L. 37” $7.50
 This beacon will light up your garden late in the bloom season. Its luminous 

flowers explode with vibrant orange energy. Bright tangerine beards extend like 
fiery tongues from this floral inferno. This intensity of color makes Firebreather 
one of the most brilliant orange Iris to date. With two close branches and a spur, 
6-7 buds. Pictured on page 25. HM ’94.

FIRST PICK (Schreiner 2011) VE. 36”  $14.00
 Our novelty’s burgundy-red color could be that of an undiscovered species of 

tropical orchid. This vivacious plicata is our favorite Iris early in the bloom 
season.  Its dazzling carmine markings are a full 1” wide on the falls.  This same 
snappy red hue is all-pervading in the upright standards. Our picture on page 
24 precisely captures its spirited flower form. Sturdy stems yield only 5-6 buds. 

GOLDKIST (Black 1993) M. 36” $8.00
 Goldkist has a most unusual color combination as you can see from our photo 

on page 24. Its white petals are overlaid with a 3/4 inch yellow gold band at 
the hafts and with purple veining in the throat, around the bright yellow beards. 
Though small flowered, this lush prodigy packs a surprising visual punch. Such 
individualism has been recognized. HM ’95. AM ’99.

I PINK I CAN (Schreiner 2013) M. 28” $24.00
 I Pink I Can, is an intense pink self and serves as a reminder of the vitality that 

pink Iris provide in the garden landscape. I Pink I Can is short in stature, 28” with 
8 flowers per stem, with a red beard and narrow haft. However short it does not 
diminish its presence in a garden setting, as you can verify in our photo on 

 page 24. HM ’15. 

NAUGHTY NIGHTS (Keppel 2006) L.-VL. 34” $15.00
 With its rich colors and extravagant ruffles, Naughty Nights’ seductive garden 

appeal is readily apparent in our photo on page 25. The mulberry color of the 
standards deliciously complements the rich burgundy color of the wildly ruffled 
falls. Bright cadmium yellow beards add eye-popping contrast. HM ’08.

OUI MADAME (Schreiner 2013) EM. 37” $34.00
 Oui Madame opens as a deeper lavender, then fades to a feminine laced lilac. This 

Iris is a standout in our garden and is marked with heavy substance and vigor. The 
large bright orange beard adds the perfect finishing touch, as shown in our photo 
on page 25. 8-10 buds on 37” stalks, blooms early. 

OVER ALASKA (Schreiner  2003) EM. 36”                         $8.00
 Early in the bloom season, this beauty will draw you in for a closer look. It has a big 

wide flower with heavy substance and a crisp contrast of white over a deep marine 
blue. Note in our photo on page 24 how the standards are infused with a lighter 
blue at their base. It’s a fast grower with excellent bloom vigor: 7-8 buds grace three 
branches. This pleasant combination of cool hues will bring a breath of the north 
to any spring garden. HM ’05

PRESBY’S CROWN JEWEL (Schreiner-Tragitt 2002) EM. 36” $8.00
 This diadem is a study in contrasts as shown in our picture on page 25.  Note how 

the crystalline white ground color is precisely stitched with a ¼” to ½” plicata edge 
of dusky cyanine blue-violet. HM ’04. AM ’07. 

RED MASTERPIECE (Schreiner 2004) EM. 40” $8.50
 Here is a velvety wine-crimson red that is a glorified derivative of Oh Jamaica and 

Saturday Night Live. Each stalk yields 8-9 double-socketed buds, thereby provid-
ing us with a long extended bloom season. Pictured on page 25. 

SUPREME SULTAN (Schreiner 1988) ML. 39” $7.50
 Held on tall ramrod-stiff stems, these gargantuan 7½” x 5” flowers are the 

largest Iris we know. This flamboyant variegata has arched golden ochre 
standards and solid rich mahogany-red falls. Our illustration is on page 24.  
HM ’90. AM ’92.

SUSPICION (Keppel 1999) M. 38” $7.50
 Suspicion's greyed greenish yellow standards are infused with aster violet at their 

midribs. The similar greenish yellow color of the ruffled falls darkens at the mar-
gins and the shoulders. Our photo on page 25 shows that this coloration coupled 
with the rich yellow-orange beards gives the centers of the flowers a mysterious 
effect, enhanced by a slight sweet fragrance.

WINTERFEST (Schreiner 2005) ML. 40”                       $8.00
 The huge arctic white flowers have an ice-blue tint as displayed in our photo on 

page 24.  Winterfest’s flowers also have lavish ruffles, a wide rounded form and 
a wax-like appearance. This glacial beauty will stand out like a snow queen in any 
colorful garden. HM ’07.

Descriptions for the sixteen varieties in the Jewel Box Collection
(See pictures on pages 24 & 25)

 
Shopper’s Special
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SPICE LORD (Blyth 2002) M. 36” $8.50
 The creamy white ground of Spice Lord’s ruffled falls is heavily overlaid with 

a reddish brown stitched band. Its light reddish brown standards have a slight 
greenish cast at their midribs, as illustrated in our photo above. This red pli- 
cata, an Australian import, produces 8-10 double-socketed buds.

  HM ’04. AM ’07.

HERE COMES THE NIGHT (Schreiner 2009) EM. 36̋  $12.50
 This ebony beauty, from our Midnight Revelry, is remarkable because of the sheer 

degree of its black color. Its most unique feature though is the creamy buttermilk 
beard with a yellow throat, which gives it an outstanding contrast. It produces 6-7 
buds per stalk on sturdy three-branched stems. Pictured at left. HM ’11. 

OWYHEE DESERT (Pinkston 1997) ML. 34” $8.00
 Owyhee Desert’s small flowers have good ruffled and flared form and 

are blessed with an inviting fragrance. Its white falls are overlaid with a 
rusty brown wash and violet stippling, as shown in our photograph below.  
HM ’99. AM ’01.

“An Armload of Color”
A beginner’s introduction to the wide spectrum of color 

available in the world of Iris. This special offer gives you one 
each of all 52 Tall Bearded Iris varieties listed at $7.50 in this 
catalog.  Each variety presents something new and exciting in 

the color panorama!

ONLY $304.00
OFFER 16-27

 
Shopper’s Special

A steal of a deal!!!
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$8.00
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Our Favorites!
We asked our crew over here at Schreiner’s Iris Gardens and 

here are their nine favorite Iris.

ALL 9 for ONLY $74.95
 OFFER 15-28

GRAND 
CANYON
SUNSET

$14.00

JUNE
KRAUSSE

$14.00

QUEEN 
OF ANGELS

$8.00

RAVEN
GIRL

$12.50

GRAND CANYON SUNSET (Schreiner 2011) M. 35” $14.00                                       
 Grand Canyon Sunset evokes the resplendent gradations of evening’s last light 

reflecting off its namesake’s walls.  Succulent apricot hues are plentiful in its 
sandstone-like standards. Twilight shadows of pale orchid-violet color its falls. The 
salmon-apricot blush of the fall’s ¼ inch rim is extremely enchanting.  Observe in 
our photo above the shimmering glow of this beauty’s tangerine beards.  Double- 
and triple-socketed buds yield a plethora of buds per stem. HM ’13. AM ’15.

JUNE KRAUSSE (Schreiner 2009) L. 36” $14.00
  The sharp pink tone of this flamingo self is not light but rather vivid seashell 

pink. This intensity of coloration is undoubtedly inherited from its pollen 
parent, Wild Irish Rose. Note in our photo above its exquisite ruffling and 
lace. HM ’11.

QUEEN OF ANGELS (Schreiner 1995) L. 36” $8.00
 An immaculate white gown with just a hint of lavender adorns this regal 

empress. Note in our picture at left how lacy frills edge the petals, even the 
stylearms. And what majestic bloom vigor - each stem presents three to four 
branches with 10 to 11 buds. HM ’97. AM ’99.

SO FINE (Schreiner 1996) ML. 37”  $8.00
 This offspring of Sweeter Than Wine is as smooth and mellow as a fine glass 

of Bordeaux. Its uniform lavender-orchid standards perfectly complement 
the deeper vintage purple of the falls. Note in our photo on page 29 how 
the lavender-orchid circles the edges of each fall with a delicate ¼ inch rim. 
Bright tangerine beards and a dulcet aroma add the perfect finishing touches 
to this floral masterpiece. HM ’98.



SLEW O’ GOLD
$14.00

COLOR 
ME BLUE

$8.00

DREAM
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$8.00

SO FINE
$8.00

SWINGTOWN
$8.00

RAVEN GIRL (Schreiner 2008) ML. 39” $12.50
 We crossed our ever-popular Ghost Train X Emperor’s Delight to produce this swarthy wonder.  

Delightful bouncy ruffles grace the petals as shown in our picture on page 28. Each stem yields a mag-
nificent 8-12 buds on three branches plus a spur. HM ’10. AM ’14.

SWINGTOWN (Schreiner 1996) L. 36” $8.00
 Swingtown’s exquisitely ruffled petals, impeccable 

flower form and sweet lavender fragrance make 
it perfection indeed.  It is a prolific bloomer with 
ramrod-stiff stems yielding three branches and 
7-9 buds.  See this mulberry claret self pictured 
at right. HM ’98. AM ’00.

SLEW O’ GOLD (Schreiner 2013) M. 37” $14.00
 Very nearly a yellow self, except for the orange beard and white 

striation on the haft, as displayed in our photo above. Slew O’ 
Gold has fine balance, with domed standards, and well-propor-
tioned falls.  Stalks stand 37” high and the flowers are large. 

 HM ’15.

DREAM OF YOU (Kerr 1994) M. 39”  $8.00
 Notice on our photo at left its arched and domed 

heavily ruffled standards are pale bluish white yel-
lowing at their edges. The dark blue color of the 
falls lightens at their ruffled edges, with brown at 
the shoulders. Dream of You’s slight fragrance is a 
bonus.

COLOR ME BLUE (Schreiner 1997) M. 36” $8.00
 The clean cerulean blue tint and the extravagantly ruffled 

flower form are the hallmarks of this breathtaking won-
der as pictured at right.  An added extra is its heavenly 
scent, the soft sweet aroma of lilacs. HM ’99. AM ’01.

29
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POEM OF ECSTASY (Hager 1997) M. 36” $7.50
 Billowing ruffles emanate from this pink-lavender bicolor. Our picture above shows how 

nicely the peach-pink of the standards complements the deep lavender of the falls. 
 HM ’99. AM ’01. WM ’04.

BOLSHOI (Keppel 2009) L. 35” $14.00
 Colorful and bold as its namesake, Bolshoi is an exquisitely formed reverse orchid bitone. A 

subtle vermilion touch imbues lavishly laced standards. The aconite violet falls lighten to 
pale lavender centers, with a brushing of hyacinth blue, as seen in our photo above right. 
A lovely pinkish beard lends starpower to this luscious late bloomer. HM ’11.

TWIST OF SHEREE (Schreiner 2012) M. 29”  $18.00
 Note in the photo above right how a light lavender hue permeates the edges of the bone 

white standards, theatrically embellished with a shimmering flaxen mist. Golden stylearms 
add ebullience. Falls contrast sharply with a plush, violet sheen, becoming lighter on the 
border. Well-branched stems produce 7-9 flowers. A fine orange beard and signature white 
shoulders mark Twist of Sheree for your next garden cocktail. 

KISSED BY THE SUN (Schreiner 2006) ML. 38” $8.50
 Kissed by the Sun presents us with the stark contrast of pristine white standards and deep 

daffodil-yellow falls.  The bouncy ruffles and wide petals (4¼”x7”) of this spellbinder were 
produced by pod parent, Overjoyed.  See for yourself in our illustration at right. HM ’08.

POEM OF 
ECSTASY

$7.50

BOLSHOI
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$18.00
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THE SUN

$8.50



DIABOLIQUE
$7.50

PHOTOGENIC (Ghio 2006) ML. 35” $14.00
 Photogenic boasts fantastic flower stature, and refined complementary colors that 

make one reach for their camera. As our photo above shows, pleated rosy pink 
standards have violet midribs. Lavender-orchid falls lighten at the center, under 
glowing orange beards. Repetitively crinkled falls are wide and banded in rose. 

 HM ’08. AM ’11.

RITE OF PASSAGE (Ghio 2007 ML. 40” $14.00
  Rite of Passage. Words begin to be superfluous. Just look at it! In every way - 
 substance, form, proportion, show-bench stalks, gorgeous pearly pink color with a 

slight blue haze, enchanting ruffling - it melts the heart. See for yourself at right. 
HM ’09. 

DIABOLIQUE (Schreiner 1997) ML. 38”  $7.50
  Diabolique’s exquisitely ruffled and flared flower form is apparent in our 

photo below right of a stem in bloom. Its intense garnet-purple color chal-
lenges us to get noticed. Tall ramrod-thick stems display 8-9 bouncy flowers each.  
HM ’99. AM ’01. WM ’03

BERRY SCARY (Black 2006) EM. 38” $16.00 
Berry Scary has a lot going on.  As our photo below illustrates, it features outstanding 
form, with broad ruffled, upcurving falls. Its bewitching color show boasts a spicy 
fragrance as well. The falls grab attention. At the center the red-purple is deepest.  The 
½” rims and undersides lighten to a purple-streaked buff hue, and buoyantly along for 
the ride is the signature orange beard. HM ’09. 

RITE OF 
PASSAGE

$14.00
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ALL ABOUT SPRING (Kerr 2006) ML. 36”  $15.00
 Truly an impressive and unusual Iris. The longer we look at it, the more we like it. 

Ruffling and form are nonpareil, as the photo below shows. Muted yellow band-
ing encircles each petal. Crucial is the degree of lavender. At a glance it can be 
overlooked. Discovering it is a genuine pleasure. A clump of All About Spring, with 
its 7 ½ inch blossoms and a slight sweet fragrance, is hard to beat. HM ’09.

HERE COMES THE SUN (Schreiner 2007) ML. 36” $7.50
 Look at our photo below to see a dazzling display of our sun king. Its bright yel-

low flowers radiate the warmth of a morning sunrise. Each flower has excellent 
substance, gentle ruffles and is gracefully poised on magnificent branched stems. 
Such performance is guaranteed with parents like Yukon Fever X Orange Blossom 
Special. HM ’10.

F.X. SCHREINER (Schreiner 2015) ML. 40” $45.00
F.X. Schreiner’s galvanizing colors and proportion will grab you. 
Slightly blue-infused at the midribs, the standards are otherwise 
a clean white. The thrilling, French blue falls flare with élan. 
Yellow beards unify white striping, as pictured at left. This ruffled 
specimen features good substance and a satisfying Iris stem habit 
– 4 branches with 9 buds on a stalk. Ninety years ago F.X. (Francis 
Xavier) Schreiner printed a modest catalog, and began selling 
bearded Iris. What would his reaction have been to F.X. Schreiner? 
The blue dominant amoena was non-existent when he was alive. He 
once wrote that he’d give anything for 50 more years to work with 
Bearded Iris. 

ALL ABOUT 
SPRING 
$15.00

HERE 
COMES THE 
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$7.50

F.X. SCHREINER
$45.00
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MEN IN BLACK (Lauer 1998) ML. 34” $7.50
 Prominent purple beards tipped with mustard yellow are the focal point in this 

ruffled deep blackish purple self. Note in our photo above the deep lavender flush 
at the center of the falls. Men in Black also has a captivating sweet fragrance.

 HM ’00.

CODE RED (Aitken 2003) ML. 33” $14.00
 For decades Lady Friend was the lone occupant of this popular color niche – garnet 

rose.  Thirty-one years later a newer version is most welcome.  A faint lightening sets 
off the orange beard on this polished self, as shown in our photo below.

 HM ’05. AM ’06.

KATHY CHILTON (Kerr 2006) ML. 35̋  $12.50
 There’s nothing subtle about Kathy Chilton, the Iris, a big, bold phenomenom 

with her spicy perfume. The distinctively variegated golden standards accentuate 
black-red, blocky falls. Gold beards spell, “Wow”! You can’t look just once. See for 
yourself in the photo above. HM ’08. AM ’10. WM ’12.

SILVER CITY (Sutton 2004) ML. 32” $12.50
 Although not of towering stature, Silver City boasts a commanding presence in the 

garden. Its silvery white flowers are ruffled and laced. Light pink style arms lend a 
tasteful dimension, along with the orange beards. Garnering most of the attention 
are the upsweeping lavender pink horns as displayed in our photo below. Stake a 
claim.
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CODE RED
$14.00
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ORANGE
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One of the most exciting 
hybridizing developments in 

recent years has been the 
introduction of Iris with high 
quality lacy edges. Here we 
offer five lacy ruffly gems.

All pictured on this 
page and described 

on page 35.  

ONLY $49.50
OFFER 16-34
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Descriptions for the five varieties in  
The Laced and Lovely Collection

(See pictures on page 34)

ABOUT TOWN (Blyth 1997) EM. 40” $12.00
 This sophisticated violet bitone has 10 buds per stem and a ravishing color. The 

tantalizing silvery mauve color of the standards also rims the broad plush red-violet 
falls, highlighting the ruffled and laced edges. Pictured on page 34.

CLOUD BALLET (Lyle Fort 1990) M. & RE. 34” $7.50
 Cloud Ballet’s classically formed flowers boast heavy ruffles and lace, and the 

azure petals lighten at their centers, complementing the yellow-tipped white beards.  
Good growth, sweet fragrance and occasional rebloom distinguish this Northwest 
origination as a winner. See photo on page 34. HM ’93.

JUST A KISS AWAY (Baumunk, 2009) M. 44” $22.00
 As if blushing from a first kiss, the bright yellow standards are infused with a 

gentle wash of pink; white falls blend to yellow toward the edge. See in our photo 
on page 34 how the yellow beards are tipped white. This beaming blossom, lacy 
and rippled, stands tall on 44-inch stems. HM ‘11. AM ‘14

ORANGE KING (Schreiner 2008) M. 40” $12.50
 A spicy deep orange-amber hue uniformly saturates the standards, falls and hafts. 

Tangerine beards further accent this luminous hue. Its crisp flower form features 
scalloped and serrated petals that create a rhythmical motion as shown in  
our picture on page 34. Two- to three-branched stems produce 6-9 buds each. 

 HM ’10.

QUEEN OF ANGELS (Schreiner 1995) L. 36” $8.00
 An immaculate white gown with just a hint of lavender adorns this regal empress. 

Note in our picture on page 34 how lacy frills edge the petals, even the stylearms. 
And what majestic bloom vigor - each stem presents three to four branches with 10 
to 11 buds. HM ’97. AM ’99.

CELEBRATION SONG (Schreiner 1993) EML. 37” $7.50
 Celebrate the gaiety of this remarkable vigorous pink bitone. See in our photo  

above how its zesty apricot-pink standards nicely complement the ruffled blue-
lavender falls. Celebration Song produces strong stems with three-to-four-branches 
and 9-12 buds. HM ’95. AM ’97. WM ’00. DM ’03.

CELEBRATION SONG....... $7.50

2003 DYKES MEDAL

TRULY WICKED (Blyth 2007) M. 38”  $24.00
 Ah! One could not imagine a more ideally formed Iris than this sculpted wonder. Wide 

and unfurling falls jauntily display orange beards. A half inch band of deep rosy magenta 
lightens to purple in the center, as shown in our photo above. Dark texture veining, 
and a delightful peach rim pick up the standards. Violet midribs dramatically imbue the 
structured pale peach standards. Excellent Stems!

HAPPENSTANCE (Keppel 2000) M. 37” $8.50
 Good growth is the hallmark of this lightly ruffled and laced clear opera pink self. 

Happenstance is probably the most hardy and vigorous pink Iris currently on the 
market. See our picture below right. HM ’02. AM ’04. WM ’06.

HAPPENSTANCE
$8.50

TRULY WICKED.... $24.00
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Counterclockwise: 1) Robert and Connie (seated) and Bernard Schreiner in St. Paul MN, 1930’s; 2) Bernard, Connie & Robert Schreiner in Salem OR 1960's; 3) Robert Schreiner on Salem farm 1980's; 4) Ray Schreiner on 1958 cover of Better Homes  
& Gardens; 5) Molly and Ben Schreiner in Salem Display Gardens 1980s; 6) Molly Schreiner in Salem Display Gardens 1980's; 7) Ray Schreiner in test seedling beds 2011; 8) Ben Schreiner working fields in Salem 2012; 9) Joe Schmidt at Bloom Sea-
son 2010; 10) Ray and Steve Schreiner with Liz (Schreiner) Schmidt (seated) 2012 [photo by Stacey Griffin.]
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Counterclockwise: 1) Robert and Connie (seated) and Bernard Schreiner in St. Paul MN, 1930’s; 2) Bernard, Connie & Robert Schreiner in Salem OR 1960's; 3) Robert Schreiner on Salem farm 1980's; 4) Ray Schreiner on 1958 cover of Better Homes  
& Gardens; 5) Molly and Ben Schreiner in Salem Display Gardens 1980s; 6) Molly Schreiner in Salem Display Gardens 1980's; 7) Ray Schreiner in test seedling beds 2011; 8) Ben Schreiner working fields in Salem 2012; 9) Joe Schmidt at Bloom Sea-
son 2010; 10) Ray and Steve Schreiner with Liz (Schreiner) Schmidt (seated) 2012 [photo by Stacey Griffin.]

Our family’s love affair with Iris began  more than 90 years ago with F.X. Schreiner’s 

compelling enthusiasm for this flower of mysterious charm….Through the decades, from 

generation to generation, we have shared our love of Iris, encouraging our children to cherish the 

close communion with Nature, to enrich their outlook and interest, and to feel inspired. It is our 

earnest hope that you will experience the supreme joy from this beautiful flower – the Iris.
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STARRING (Ghio 2000) ML. 33” $12.50
 With its astounding color contrast, this near-black amoena has quickly caught the 

attention of Iris fanciers everywhere. Our photo above illustrates how the smol-
dering tangerine beards add chromatic sizzle. HM ’02. AM ’04. WM ’07. 

ROUGISSANT (Cayeux 2003) ML. 33” $15.00
 Red engenders passion. In breeders it’s the quest for THE red Iris. And in Iris 

lovers it’s Rougissant’s stirring red-raspberry falls and violet-red standards. A real 
spellbinder, as you can sense in the picture below.

CHANGING SEASONS (Schreiner 2013) ML. 42”   $10.00
 Changing Seasons is absolutely original, as displayed in our photo above. No other 

Iris has such a unique color combination of pristine white standards over a lumi-
nous blend of sunburst gold and tan-beige in the falls. Late blooming, produces 
gigantic 4½" x 7" flowers with creamy yellow mid-ribs, style arms and beards. Stems 
easily produce double-socketed buds, 8-9 flowers per stalk. 

AGGRESSIVELY FORWARD (Innerst 1995) M. 36” $7.50
 This vibrant yellow ground plicata has an alluring ruffled flower form. Rich purple 

plicata stitching and dotting edge the ruffled yellow falls. Our photo below shows 
a distinctive blackish purple medial stripe bisecting the falls. What cannot be 
shown in our illustration is the tantalizing musky fragrance.  
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$7.50

CHANGING
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ROUGISSANT
$15.00
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$12.50
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RING AROUND ROSIE (Ernst 2000) M. 35” $8.00
 This uniquely colored plicata, pictured above, enjoys bounteous ruffling. Its white 

standards are finely rimmed in yellow. The white falls are  banded in yellow with 
magenta sanding and stitching at their centers. Ring Around Rosie produces multiple 
stems per rhizome. HM ’02. AM ’04. WM ’07.

SING A SONG (Schreiner 2008) EML. 42” $12.50
 This plicata’s striking broad ruffled falls are marked with a distinct ½” stitched perim-

eter of carmine red as shown in our illustration below. The standards repeat the same 
theme with a redder flush. The ground color presents a superb contrast of snowy white. 
Each lofty stem has three to four branches and proudly displays 11 to 14 buds.

RING
AROUND

ROSIE
$8.00

SING A 
SONG
$12.50

THEN

NOW

Bob Schreiner photographing Dwarf Iris.

Steve Schreiner photographing Iris with his dog Joey.
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VIGILANTE (Schreiner 1991) M. 34” $7.50
 Not large and boisterous, Vigilante nonetheless makes a powerful statement in the gar-

den. As seen in our photo above, its flaring and ruffled falls are smoothly colored in 
an extremely deep black-maroon. Buttercup-caramel colored standards offer a splash of 
yellow. Superb stems display 8-13 flowers each from double- and triple-socketed buds. 
HM ’93. AM ’95. 

LOVELY SEÑORITA (Schreiner 2002) ML. 41” $7.50 
Our Lovely Señorita’s flaming Mikado orange standards and burnt mars orange falls 
suggest the excitement of a flamenco dancer. Tall ramrod-stiff four-branched stems 
unfurl 10-15 buds per stalk. See this uniquely colored orange bitone pictured below. 
HM ’04. AM ’08.

KING OF THE ROAD (Lauer 2010) ML. 36” $24.00  
King Of The Road offers a melange of compatible colors. Luscious hazelnut falls blend to 
red-brown hafts. Intense orange beards increase the temperature. Attractive white-yellow 
standards result in tremendous visual impact. See for yourself in our photo above how 
this novel bicolor is one of the few in its class.

ABSOLUTE CRUSH (Schreiner 2015) ML. 36”  $44.00
 Powder-puff cream standards and pale jacaranda falls. This soul-satisfying, beautifully 

formed amoena exudes serene elegance, as shown in our photo below. A flicker of yel-
low outlines the standards, and a meandering lavender border defines the winsome falls. 
Sporting an orange beard, 3 double-socketed branches, on 36" stems.
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MAGICAL (Ghio 2008) EM. 37” $15.00
 Magical is garnering rave reviews as one of the “most gorgeous light pink Iris on the 

market today. It makes a spectacle in the garden, and almost every stem is a show 
stem.” - Tempo Two Iris Gardens. “Branched and budded stalks with flowers that remain 
fresh for 4 days. Headed for the top.” - Rockytop Iris Gardens. Check out our photo 
above and marvel at the incredible ruffling and charming, light pink coloration. 

 HM ’10. AM ’12. WM ’14.

DOWNTOWN BROWN (Schreiner 2013) ML. 40” $28.00
 Huge flowers, and its less common color scheme initially attract. Sealing the deal are 
the two shows it puts on, both attractive: on first bloom brown falls and buff-yellow 
standards appear. Stage 2, a few days later, after fading – is more attractive, the falls 
lightening to gold, as the photo below shows. Downtown Brown has 40” stalks and 8 
flowers per stem. HM ’15.

BE ORIGINAL (Ghio 2009) EML. 33” $24.00
 Be Original lives up to its name. Wide orchid banding distinctively encircle 

white ruffled and horizontal falls. Apricot standards deepen in color at the mid-
ribs. Orange beards finish it off nicely, as shown in our photo above. HM ’11.

DANGEROUS LIAISON (Schreiner 2011) ML. 36” $16.00
 The sultry tones of this enchantress stir up ominous passions. Immerse yourself in the 

luxurious appeal of this bitone. Its uniform petunia violet standards nicely comple-
ment the darker purple falls. Note in our picture below how a wire thin rim around 
each fall delicately echoes the same violet color of the standards. Double- and triple-
socketed buds produce 9-12 flowers per stalk.
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The Dykes Medal is the highest honor of Irisdom. Only one Iris can 
win this top award each year. The winning Iris is selected from Iris that 
have won both the Award of Merit and the top award in its class.

American Iris Society
DYKES MEDAL
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GYPSY LORD....... $12.50

2015 DYKES MEDAL
THAT'S ALL FOLKS....... $12.002013 DYKES MEDAL

DUSKY CHALLENGER....... $7.50
1992 DYKES MEDAL

QUEEN'S CIRCLE....... $9.502007 DYKES MEDAL



Get the very best. We offer in one stunning set these twelve Dykes Memorial Medal 
winners. Pictured on pages 42, 43 & 44. 

for ONLY $82.00
 OFFER 16-43

43

DRAMA QUEEN....... $12.00

2011 DYKES MEDAL

GOLDEN PANTHER....... $8.50

2009 DYKES MEDAL SPLASHACATA......$9.002005 DYKES MEDAL

FLORENTINE SILK......$8.002012 DYKES MEDAL

PAUL BLACK....... $12.002010 DYKES MEDAL

TwelvePopularMedalists

DRAMA QUEEN
DUSKY CHALLENGER

FLORENTINE SILK
GOLDEN PANTHER

GYPSY LORD
HELLO DARKNESS

MESMERIZER
PAUL BLACK

QUEEN’S CIRCLE
SPLASHACATA

THAT’S ALL FOLKS
YAQUINA BLUE

— You'll receive —



HELLO DARKNESS...... $7.501999 DYKES MEDAL

MESMERIZER....... $7.50

2002 DYKES MEDAL 

YAQUINA BLUE...... $7.502001 DYKES MEDAL

DRAMA QUEEN (Keppel 2003) EM. 38” $12.00
 This plicata, the child of Tangled Web X Epicenter, is certainly well-named. 

Our photo on page 43 shows the dark rich cyclamen-purple color of Drama 
Queen’s standards. The golden buff falls are dramatically overlaid with showy 
cyclamen-purple veining and banding. HM ’05. AM ’07. WM ’09. DM ’11.

DUSKY CHALLENGER (Schreiner 1986) ML. 39” $7.50
 This silky rich purple gem combines an absolutely gigantic flower with impec-

cable ruffled form and a beautifully branched stem opening four blooms at once. 
Pictured on page 42. HM ’88. AM ’90. DM ’92

FLORENTINE SILK (Keppel 2005) ML. 40” $8.00
 This child of highly acclaimed Poem of Ecstasy displays its well-formed pink-

lavender flowers on tall strong stems bearing 8-10 double-socketed buds. Our 
photo on page 43 illustrates how the peach-pink color of the standards com-
plements the lavender color of the falls. Note the ¼” rose band on the falls. 
Winner of the American Iris Society’s Walther and Franklin Cook Cups in 2007.                             
HM ’07. AM ’09. WM ’11. DM ’12.

GOLDEN PANTHER (Tasco 2000) M. 34” $8.50
 Golden Panther’s heavily ruffled golden petals are enriched with darker 

bronze shadings and veining. It produces a great stem with three branches 
and a spur yielding 8-10 double- and triple-socketed buds. This yellow blend, 
pictured on page 43, is very popular - its quality has been quickly endorsed 
(HM ’02, AM ’04, WM ’06, DM ’09).

GYPSY LORD (Keppel 2006) ML. 40” $12.50
 Tall stems give this red, white and blue Iris a dominating garden presence.  

Our picture on page 42 demonstrates Gypsy Lord’s eye-catching colors. Its blu-
ish white standards contrast the marbled blue-violet of its falls. Note the white 
spot at the centers of the falls, similar to that of its parent, Last Laugh. 
HM ’08. AM ’10. WM ’12. DM ’15.

HELLO DARKNESS (Schreiner 1992) EM. 37˝ $7.50
 Our photo below demonstrates the absolute uniformity with which the obsid-

ian purple-black tones are applied. Each ruffled petal has stiff substance and 
enjoys a rich velvety texture. HM ’94. AM ’96. WM ’98. DM ’99.

MESMERIZER (Byers 1991) M. 37˝ $7.50
 Mesmerizer possesses incredibly dramatic frilled flounces protruding from the 

tips of its beards - see for yourself in our photo at left. Its extra-large flowers 
have a very flaring form and are finished in pure white. Sweet cherry blossom 
fragrance. HM ’93. AM ’96. WM ’00. DM ’02.

PAUL BLACK (Johnson 2003) ML. 42” $12.00
 This stunning dark purple self demonstrates all around excellence. Paul Black’s 

tall show-bench stems bear 11-12 triple-socketed buds. Its large flowers have 
excellent ruffled form and are smoothly saturated in dark purple color. The dark 
orange beards create a fascinating color combination; see for yourself in our 
photo on page 43. Winner of the Franklin Cook Cup at the Fresno convention 
in 2004. HM ’05. AM ’07. WM ’09. DM ’10.

QUEEN’S CIRCLE (Kerr 2000) ML. 32” $9.50
 Queen’s Circle exudes a quiet charm and irresistible appeal that has been 

quickly recognized: HM ’02, AM ’04, DM ’07. Our photo on page 42 shows 
the band of warm blue-violet at the edges of the wide ruffled white falls.

SPLASHACATA (Tasco 1998) EM. 36” $9.00
 Sense Splashacata’s exuberant personality in our photograph on page 

43. This novel plicata’s ruffled standards are pale lavender-violet, while the 
gently ruffled white falls are heavily peppered with rich purple dots and 
speckles. Vigorous clumps yield stems bearing 8-10 double-socketed buds.  
HM ’00. AM ’02. WM ’04. DM ’05.

THAT’S ALL FOLKS (Maryott/Ghio 2005) M. 40”  $12.00
 That’s All Folks, the popular hybridizer’s final introduction, produces giant bril-

liant golden flowers with ruffled and laced form.  Its white falls are bordered and 
washed with this same bright gold of the standards (see our photo on page 42).    

 HM ’07. AM’09. WM ’11. DM ’13.

YAQUINA BLUE (Schreiner 1992) M. 37” $7.50
 Here an exuberance of ruffles and rich marine blue color remind us of Oregon’s 

Yaquina Bay. The globular flowers are an incredible 4¼” wide. Growth is 
extremely vigorous, as one would expect with such a full-bodied flower. Pictured  
above left. HM ’94. AM ’96. WM ’98. DM ’01.

Descriptions for the twelve varieties in  
The 12 Popular Dykes Medalists Collection

(See pictures on pages 42, 43 & 44) 
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CRIMSON CLOUD (Schreiner 2010) EM. 36” $15.00
 Dazzling snow-white standards, with striking crimson-tangerine beards are accurately 

portrayed in our picture above. The ruffled falls are colored wine-purple with an 
arresting ½” band of white on their edges.  

PETTICOAT SHUFFLE (Schreiner 2010) M. 34” $14.00
  Note in our picture below the pencil thin ¼” rim of violet-purple on the edges 

of the falls. Such delicate etching harmonizes perfectly with the lavender stitching 
of its standards. Double-socketed buds produce an ample 8 blossoms per stalk.       
HM ’14.

ORANGE SPLASH (Schreiner 2010) ML. 39” $14.00
 This vivid highlight will illuminate even that shadowed corner of your garden. 

Its flaming cadmium orange hue glitters like polished chrome. The striking iri-
descence of this intense orange cannot be denied, as shown in our photo above. 
The serrated edges of its petals perfectly set off the brilliant color. Towering four-
branched stems easily produce an ample 8-9 buds per stalk.

SUNBLAZE (Keppel 2004) EM. 35̋  $7.50
 This well-named self is completely saturated in bright golden yellow color, beards 

and all, as illustrated in our photo below. This bright golden yellow holds its color 
in the hottest sun. Additionally, Sunblaze is gifted with an enticing spicy fragrance. 
HM ’06. 

SUNBLAZE
$7.50

CRIMSON
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$15.00

PETTICOAT
SHUFFLE

$14.00

ORANGE
SPLASH
 $14.00
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GRAPETIZER (Johnson 2009) M. 35”  $24.00 
Grapetizer represents another big step down the road to a black plicata. The style arms 
are near black, and the standards black-purple. Broad white falls, so well-formed, are 
banded and stitched in dark blackish-purple. See this stark contrast in our photo 
above. Even the beards are purple-black. It doesn’t stop - the foliage is even purple at 
the base. HM ’11. AM ’13.

AUGUSTINE (Schick 2005) M. 36”   $22.00
 Our photo below illustrates how Augustine is carving its own niche. Bold orange 

beards wonderfully complement orchid pink standards, salmon style arms, and 
especially the ivory- centered falls. Orange venations add pizazz to the rose-colored 
hafts of this laced beauty. HM ’07. AM ’09. 

GRAPETIZER....... $24.00

Descriptions for the five varieties in  
The Heaven Scent Collection

(See pictures on page 47)
CAFÉ BLEU (Blyth 2001) M. & RE. 38” $7.50
 Ya gotta see it. Some Iris are far more impressive in person, regardless of the 

photograph. Such is the case with Café Bleu. See our photo on page 47. 
Quickly getting the attention of Iris fanciers, this blue reverse amoena flaunts 
admirable upright and open form. The lighter blue falls are very broad and ruffle 
continuously. With its slight fragrance and reblooming habit, ya gotta have it!

COFFEE TRADER (Blyth 2007) ML. 38” $14.00
 This Australian import’s unique color is described as creamy coffee.  See for your-

self in our picture on page 47.  Note the delicate violet tones at the midribs of the 
standards and surrounding the bright tangerine beards.  Strong ruffles create the 
sense of a frothy concoction.  Coffee Trader is blessed with an invitingly sweet 
fragrance.

SAFARI SUNSET (B. Blyth 2002) EM. 38” $12.50
 This warmly colored terra cotta blend, a recent Australian introduction, boasts 

an invitingly sweet fragrance. A glazed honey overlay gives Safari Sunset’s falls a 
brighter color than the terra cotta sienna of its standards, as shown in our photo 
on page 47.

SEA POWER (Keppel 1999) M. 38” $9.50
 Sea Power’s incredibly surging bubble ruffling and its deep cornflower blue 

color evoke images of an angry sea responding to Neptune’s command. This 
child of Yaquina Blue X Jazz Me Blue, pictured on page 47, probably has the most 
lavish ruffled flower form of any blue Iris. HM ’01. AM ’03. WM ’05. DM ’06.

UP IN FLAMES (Johnson 2010) M. 37” $15.00
 What a lush color scheme! And isn’t the proportion and form, with the fantastic 
ruffling and laciness, simply over the top? Start with the rococo rose standards. 
Smoldering orange beards on seductive red-violet falls raise the temperature, as 
exhibited in our photo on page 47. Up In Flames burns with a sweet fragrance. 
HM ’12.
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CAFÉ BLEU
$7.50

With many Iris you can have both 
beauty and fragrance. All five 
pictured here. Descriptions on

 page 46.

ALL 5 for 

ONLY $39.99
OFFER 16-47

Heaven Scent
Collection

COFFEE
TRADER

$14.00

UP IN 
FLAMES
$15.00

2006 DYKES 
MEDAL

SEA POWER
$9.50

SAFARI 
SUNSET
$12.50
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BLAZING BEACON (Tasco 2005) ML. 36” $10.00
 A blend exuding charisma and a natural fragrance, Blazing Beacon’s florin gold stan-

dards are nicely ruffled. Pleated falls sport bronzed shoulders, with a mottled gold 
cascade down the center. This blossom brims with personality, as illustrated in the 
photo above. HM ’07. AM ’09. 

FEUDALISM (Ghio 2008) EML. 38”  $15.00
 A fascinating bitone. The heart of its beauty is enjoying the wonderful center, where 

the  orange beards, on the deep violet falls, are in proximity with the lovely maroon 
midribs of the standards. It’s this mélange - the orange, with the deep violet and the 
maroon inflecting the alabaster, that makes the sale, both for novelty and sheer beauty. 
Our photo below shows Feudalism’s suede finish and large, chiseled form. High bud 
count. HM ‘11.

GOOD LOOKING (Schreiner 1995) EM. 37˝ $7.50
 Good Looking’s distinct dusky shade of lavender reminds us of the color of grape 

Kool Aid. Its form is quite wide, measuring a full 4¼˝ across the fall. This 
superb performer, an essential for those who like the unusual, easily averages 8- 
11 buds per stalk. Pictured above. HM ’97.

GREAT SMOKEY DAWN (Schreiner 2012) ML. 40” $15.00
 See for yourself in our photo below how brown and purple have never melded so well. 

The ruffled, pleated falls are a deeper lilac, with a pronounced ¼” brown border, and 
a mere wisp of gold thread at the edge. Standards adhere to the same color scheme. 
Prominent orange beards and white zonal spots furnish delightful punctuation. Two 
to three branched stems produce 8-9 buds each. HM ’15.

GOOD
LOOKING

$7.50

GREAT
SMOKEY

DAWN
$15.00

BLAZING
BEACON
$10.00

FEUDALISM
$15.00
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WHAT IT’S WORTH (Schreiner 2014) M. 38” $40.00
 Here’s another entry with Mastery and Brazilian Holiday behind it. The bright personal-

ity of What It’s Worth (see photo above) conveys a feeling of playfulness and pleasure. 
Clean gold standards are echoed on the blaze, in the center of the black cherry falls, 
which are banded with a tawny rose border.

MACHISMO (Blyth 2003) ML. 36” $14.00
 This richly colored bitone has bravado and strength. The engrossing violet-burgundy 

falls are a magnet. Both the standards and a lilting band around the falls are wine-
colored, providing a lush contrast with the opulent falls. Double-branched with 8-9 
buds. Orange beards add an exclamation point to this assertive flower, as shown in 
our photo below.

TUSCAN SUMMER (Keppel 2010) M. 38” $20.00
 From the hybridizer of Dykes Medal winner Drama Queen, comes an even more 

fiery red plicata. Sunshine yellow overlays the falls and slightly permeates the 
standards in a most captivating manner. As the photo above illustrates, Tuscan 
Summer’s excellent substance is borne out by the fantastic flaring falls. 

 HM ’12. AM ’14.

RUSTLER (Keppel 1988) EM. 36” $7.50
 Rustler's standards are colored russet-amber. The ruffled falls are a deeper coppery 

brown with a ¼ inch paler edging and noticeable shoulder marks around the beard, 
as see in our illustration below. Rustler is a vigorous grower, producing strong well-
branched stems with 6-7 buds.

TUSCAN
SUMMER

$20.00

RUSTLER
$7.50 MACHISMO

$14.00

WHAT IT'S
WORTH
$40.00
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WORLD PREMIER (Schreiner 1998) ML. 37” $7.50
 This stunning neglecta’s icy white standards nicely contrast the inky blue-

purple color of its falls. Note in our photo at left that the falls are rimmed 
in a wire-thin band of white, which highlights their gentle ruffling. World 
Premier has an extremely vigorous bloom habit. HM ’00. AM ’02. WM ’04. 

SEA OF LOVE (Lauer 2005) EM. & RE. 33” $7.50
 Sea of Love contributes to advances made in the lavender-blue reverse 

amoena category.  A paler version of Crowned Heads, its understated poise 
with icy-white lavender petals provides irresistible appeal.  See this finely 
sculpted, pleated and enticing offer below.  With a bow to its namesake, 
the R & B hit of the 50’s, this one also has what it takes. HM ’08.

WORLD
PREMIER

$7.50

SEA OF
LOVE
$7.50

"I recently placed an order with Schreiner's. It was my first time purchasing 
from them. I am so impressed with the entire process...from the design and 

detail of the website, friendly/knowledgeable/helpful customer service 
(when I called with questions) and the outstanding quality of the 

product. I ordered 50 (shh, don't tell my husband) bearded iris. 
They were freshly dug, well-formed and large! I am very pleased 

with my order and will be placing more orders in the future. 
Thank You. " - Gail E., WA

"Ordered many times over the years from Schreiner's 
and always received big, beautiful, freshly dug rhizomes. 

Consistently the very best quality with great 
customer service. " - Linda G., WVA

"I have been wanting to write ever since I 
received the order. I could not believe the 

quality of iris received; now I know 
why I prefer to buy from you rather 

than any other company. Being 
from Iowa I really appreciated the 
directions you enclosed of our cold 

climate. They were doing great 
when I covered them and already had 

4 new eyes forming. Thanks very much 
for the excellent service." 

- Suzie B., IA

"I have been ordering from you 
off on for years and have yet to be 

disappointed. Thank you! I just started 
ordering sizes other than the Tall bearded 

and kick myself for not doing it sooner. 
They are just charming."

- Marlene M., GA
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EDITH WOLFORD (Hager 1986) M. 35” $7.50
 We cannot begin to sing enough praise of this stunning bicolor, pictured  

above. The standards are a light canary yellow and the falls medium blue-
violet. This vigorous grower presents 9 buds on two to three good branches.  
HM ’88. AM ’90. DM ’93.

STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN (Lauer 1993) EM. 39˝ $7.50
  A vigorous  grower, Stairway to Heaven produces tall strong stems bearing 8-10 buds. Its 

per fectly arched near-white standards and round flaring medium blue falls are gifted 
with wide wave-like ruffles. Pictured at right. HM ’95. AM ’97. WM ’99. DM ’00.

COUNTY CORK (Schreiner 2007) M. 38” $9.00
 The striking feature about County Cork is its jealously green overall cast. Our picture 

below shows the uniform lime-yellow tone of the closed upright standards.  Also 
note that the falls lighten to white by the straw yellow beards. 

 HM ’09. AM ’11.

COUNTY
CORK
$9.00

1993 DYKES
MEDAL
EDITH

WOLFORD
$7.50

2000 DYKES 
MEDAL

STAIRWAY 
TO HEAVEN

$7.50
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Descriptions for the five varieties in  
The Tie Dye Collection

(See pictures on page 53)

BATIK (Ensminger 1986) 24” (BB) $7.50
 Wildly irregular spattered and streaked white markings give each royal 

purple flower its own distinctive look, as illustrated in our photo on 
page 53.  Its habit is rather tall and its flowers large for a border beard-
ed. HM ’88. AM 90. KM ’92.

CHEETAH CHEESE (Kasperek 2001) M. 32” $10.00
 The color of Cheetah Cheese’s ruffled petals is best described as burnt 

orange-apricot. Its flaring falls are heavily overlaid with a deep garnet 
netting pattern and with random creamy streaks. Bright tangerine 
beards lend an exuberant spirit, as shown in our photo on page 53. 
HM ’05. AM ’09

GNU (Kasperek 1994) M. 36” $7.50
  The hybridizer is quickly gaining acclaim. Gnu is one of his best. 

Random splashes of color cover the lightly ruffled medium blue-violet 
petals, as shown in our photo on page 53. HM ’96. AM ’98.

TOUCAN TANGO (Kasperek 2000) M. 37” $12.00
 The mustard yellow color of Toucan Tango’s petals lightens to cream 

at their centers. Variable violet-purple streaks randomly cover the 
slightly ruffled petals, as shown in our photo on page 53. This broken-
colored beauty is  gifted with a slight fragrance and a strong growth 
habit. HM ’02.

ZIGGY (Keyser 2000) EML. & RE. 29” $7.50
  Ziggy’s effusive personality is readily apparent in our photo on page 53.  

The straw yellow color of its standards is infused with lavender at the 
midribs. Its white falls are heavily overlaid with erratic splashes of bright 
reddish purple. HM ’02.

SORDID LIVES (Johnson 2009) EM. 41” $15.00 
Sordid Lives illustrates the attraction of temptation. Besides blazing a new trail in color 
classes, this exciting Iris reflects pleasure. The falls’ personality is self-evident with festive 
striations overlaying the attractive red mixed with yellow.  A quarter inch yellow border, 
as shown in our photo above, lends the perfect finishing touch to the inviting falls. 
Contrasting snow white standards feature a precise wire of gold on the edges. Its large blos-
soms and high bud count are guaranteed to attract the paparazzi. HM ’11. AM ’13.

SORDID
LIVES
$15.00

Beautiful in the garden and in a vase.
Florists from coast to coast are reviving the use of Bearded and 

Beardless Iris in their floral arrangements. Iris offer an unbelievable 
color-combination that inspires and stretches you past tired floral 

designs. To highlight ease of designing with Iris, every year we 
invite good friend Sue Bielemeier of Salem’s Green Thumb Flower 

Box Florists to the Display Gardens in May to demonstrate floral 
arranging to our garden visitors.

A globe of pink Iris mixed with 

seasonal blossoms.

Sue Bielemeier demonstrates floral arranging with Iris at the Display Gardens.
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GNU
$7.50

TOUCAN
TANGO
$12.00

 
Tie Dye
Collection

CHEETAH
CHEESE
$10.00

BATIK
$7.50

ZIGGY
$7.50

Let these 5 freckled lovelies add 
spunk and charm to your garden.

Descriptions on page 52.

ONLY $34.50
OFFER 16-53
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Pink is fresh! Pink is passion! Pictured 
here is our selection of five pink 

delights. Descriptions on page 55.

ONLY $39.50
OFFER 16-54

1985 DYKES 
MEDAL

BEVERLY 
SILLS
$7.50

MUSICIAN
$10.50

 
Passionate
for Pink

IMPRIMIS
$8.50 KIND WORD

$9.00

FRENCH
CANCAN
$12.50
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AMIABLE (Ghio 2002) ML. 36”  $14.00
 Seductively appealing and beautifully formed, Amiable has both power and refinement 

as shown in our photo above. Pale pink furling standards, orange beards and subtly 
trussed falls, add up to a compelling presence. HM ’04. AM ’06.

Descriptions for the five varieties in 
Passionate for Pink Collection

(See pictures on page 54)

BEVERLY SILLS (Hager 1979) EM. 35” $7.50
 Beverly Sills is the most sought-after pink Iris of all time. The flower is lacy, wide 

and impeccably formed. See this extremely fast growing and heavy blooming 
coral pink self pictured on page 54. HM ’81. AM ’83. DM ’85.

FRENCH CANCAN (Cayeux 2002) ML. 33” $12.50
 This French import enjoys a unique and inviting color combination, see for your-

self in our picture on page 54. French Cancan’s standards are smoothly colored 
with light pink. The upper portions of the light lavender-blue falls are colored 
with the same light pink, really drawing attention to the prominent bright 
red beards.

IMPRIMIS (B. Blyth 1993) EM. 40” $8.50
 In most pink amoenas, the pink color is more of an apricot pink, not so with 

this Australian innovation. Our photo on page 54 shows the ruffled and flared 
falls to have a bluish cast to their pink color. Dark bronze beards add a sense of 
intrigue to this most unusual beauty.

KIND WORD (Keppel 2000) ML. 39” $9.00 
Exuberant ruffles and prominent vermilion beards energize this luscious pink 
self’s appeal, as illustrated in our photo on page 54. Graceful and refined, Kind 
Word stands tall in the garden. HM ’03. 

MUSICIAN (Keppel 2004) EM. 34” $10.50
 This vibrant bicolor exudes charisma. Faint lavender undertones enrich its 

upright pink standards. Raspberry-orchid plicata markings heavily overlay its 
peach falls, as shown in our picture on page 54. HM ’06. AM ’08.

DATING A ROYAL (Schreiner 2014) ML. 40”  $34.00
 Admit it. Your gaze zooms in on the bright orange beard, and doesn’t want to 

move. Pink-toned lavender standards help ease Dating A Royal into its own amoena 
category. The three colors combine intoxicatingly. Large, rounded falls have a light 
wire on the periphery. It’s a stunning package -- white eyelashes setting off the 
orange beard, nesting in a rich field of royal blue violet. Pictured above.

MAGICAL ENCOUNTER (Schreiner 1999) EML. & RE. 35” $8.00
  Magical Encounter’s intense pink cast is finished with warm shrimp pink tones 

that do not fade. Bright salmon pink beards further enhance this tantalizing effect, 
demonstrated in our photo below. Four branches with 7-14 blooms guarantee 
constant spring bloom. HM ’02. 

MAGICAL 
ENCOUNTER 

$8.00

DATING A
ROYAL
$34.00

AMIABLE
$14.00
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FLAME AMBER.... $16.00

JIMMY G...... $48.00
BLACKWATER...... $40.00

RAGTOP DAY...... $44.00

RAGTOP DAY  (Schreiner 2014) ML. 36”   $44.00
The term ‘ragtop’ came into vogue over 60 years ago, referring to the convertible 
automobile. Last bloom season, every day it bloomed was a Ragtop Day. Ultramarine 
falls infused with purple have a light delicate penciling around the edges. Astride 
the white blaze on the hafts are khaki markings. And the bold orange- red beard 
enlivens everything, as seen in our photo below. Sculpted icy white standards with 
a hint of blue, round out this well-formed sonorous amoena.

BLACKWATER (Schreiner 2014) M. 38”  $40.00
As our photo below illustrates, a slight mixture of purple in the standards is 
all that stands between Blackwater being a jet black self. The swarthy black hue 
permeates its velvety petals. Perky, bouncy falls add to its lustre. This dusky beauty 
grows well, and brings to mind Saint Exupéry’s line, “Night, when words fade and 
things come alive.” 

FLAME AMBER (Keppel 2009) EML. 38”  $16.00
 A great blend, the real deal, in an under-represented class, and also one which comple-

ments so many other colors found in the garden. The standards are rose with orange 
amber undertones, and the falls are the reverse. Vermilion beards add to the appeal 
of this beautifully colored, and perfectly formed gem. See our photo below. Large 
blossoms and multiple buds define this as a vigorous grower. HM ’11.

JIMMY G (Schreiner 2015) M. 41” $48.00
Jimmy G imparts peacefulness, as shown in our photo below. It's big and broad, 
with crinkled falls, domed standards, and excellent branching. This is a marvelously 
proportioned, lush specimen. Jimmy G is named for a wonderful man - the late James 
Giancarlo. James touched many lives as a theatrical director, and after his Memorial 
Service, each person received an Iris, captioned, "See you in the Spring. Love, Jim."
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WILD IRISH ROSE..... $9.00

PAYBACK TIME...... $40.00

SUN SHINE IN...... $16.00

FOR VERONICA...... $48.00

PAYBACK TIME (Schreiner 2014) M. 44”  $40.00
 Payback Time is a splendid contrasting variegata. Finely formed saffron yellow stan-

dards are flushed creamy white. A clean cut tan border encircles the falls which 
flaunt a rich pallet of color. Amaranth red veining overlays a dusky blue. A white 
blaze surrounds the bright orange beard, flanked by dark burgundy shoulders, 
as shown in our photo below. 44" tall, producing as many as 7 buds on three-
branched stems.

FOR VERONICA (Schreiner 2015) M. 38”  $48.00
 Named for our grandmother, Veronica Haag, this wine-colored purple self is 

another example of the ever-expanding palette of Iris colors. A lighter medial stripe 
runs down from the purple beard. See in our photo below the wide, ruffled petals 
of For Veronica. With excellent substance and 8 buds on 3 branches.

WILD IRISH ROSE (Schreiner 2003) ML. 33” $9.00
 Let this lass light up that dark corner of your garden. Wild Irish Rose, though small 

flowered and short in stature, glows an intense rosy orchid color. Note in our photo 
below how the brilliant tangerine beards sparkle like dancing leprechauns. Best of 
all 8-10 double-socketed buds provide this showy display late in the bloom season. 
Excellent color impact! HM ’05.

SUN SHINE IN (Keppel 2010) EM. 35”  $16.00
 Allow Sun Shine In’s warmth to envelop you, with its comforting embrace. Lovely lemon 

yellow standards wonderfully complement the softer falls, with their pale, almost white 
centers, as you see in our photo below. Sun Shine In will reward you with plenty of 
branches and buds. HM ’12. AM ’14.



PALLIDA
VARIEGATA

$7.50

1940  
DYKES MEDAL 

WABASH
$7.50

GRACCHUS
$7.50

AMAS (Foster 1885) E. 25” $7.50
 Collected in Turkey in the late 1800s, Amas was one of the first tetraploid Iris to be 

widely circulated. This dark blue-violet bitone was one of the most significant Iris of its time. 
Pictured at left.

GRACCHUS (Ware 1884) M. 21” (diploid) $7.50
 Sense Gracchus’ irrepressible spirit in our photo at left. Its arched standards are cleanly 

finished in medium yellow. The flared white falls are heavily overlaid with deep violet 
veinations. These pert and charming flowers are produced in abundance, as it often yields 
multiple stems per root.

PALLIDA VARIEGATA M. 34” (diploid) $7.50
 A change of pace with the accent on striking foliage! This is the golden variegated form of I. 

pallida. Note in our photo below that the flower form is not modern, but it is charming in 
its own right.

WABASH (E.B. Williamson 1936) M. 35” $7.50
 Wabash’s understated beauty is illustrated in our photo below left. Its  simple tailored form 

speaks with a quiet elegance. The clean white standards offer good contrast to the deep plush 
reddish purple of its falls. Note also the delicate white wire rim on the edges of the falls. 
Sweet anise aroma. DM ’40.

Old Timer Collection
This selection is for those who enjoy the classics. Here we offer four historical Iris 

described on this page to help you get in touch with your gardening roots.

ONLY $27.00
OFFER 16-58
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AMAS
$7.50



Books are shipped separately from plants. Please include shipping charges: 
$4.25 for the first item ordered and $3.99 for each additional item.

Iris Books

THE WORLD OF IRISES
$22.00

(ed. Warburton & Hamblen) © 1978, 1989
 This book is the official American Iris  Society’s complete 

authoritative source on Iris. It contains sections from 34 
authors including international scientific and popular 

authorities covering all phases of Iris. 494 pp., (32  color), 
6̋  x 9˝ hardbound.

A Guide to Bearded Irises: 
Cultivating the Rainbow for 

Beginners and Enthusiasts 
$39.95

By Kelly D. Norris © 2012
Kelly Norris provides an accessible 

overview of the Bearded Iris, including: 
how to use Iris in the garden, how to 

choose the best plants, and how to 
“create” new Irises. 348 pp., full color, 

8” x 9 ¼”, hardbound.

Beardless Irises: A Plant for 
Every Garden Situation

$29.99
By Kevin C. Vaughn © 2015

Published by Schiffer Publishing Ltd.
Autographed by the author, this complete 

guide gives all the information you need to 
choose, grow, and appreciate the Beardless 

Iris—from basic planting information to help 
beginners, to the essential hybridizing details 
that horticulturists need. Beardless Irises are 
cousins of the more familiar Bearded Irises, 

with plants ranging from four-inch-tall Dwarfs 
with tiny flowers to five-foot stalks with dinner 

plate size flowers. 160 pages, 166 full color 
photos, soft cover, 8.5" x 11".

Feed 
your 
Iris 
right!
We want your Iris to thrive in your garden, so we have 
created a fertilizer specially formulated for growing Iris. 
Low in Nitrogen, and high in essential nutrients, this 
fertilizer is great for all Iris either in the garden or in 
containers. One pound package feeds approximately 25 
newly planted Iris. Try some this year at our special 
price of only $9.95 per 1lb package! 
Shipping & handling included.

Give a gift that blooms with your love!
We are pleased to offer Schreiner’s Gift Certificates for Iris to help you celebrate that special occasion with your friends and family. 
They are available in any amount, starting at $25. We’ll even include your personalized message and a copy of our current catalog. 
Postage is included to all US addresses!

More gifts and books available online. 
www.schreinersgardens.com
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Pierre Cayeux studying on our farm summer 2015.



Ships Aug. 15th. (Note: Beardless Iris are shipped separately from Bearded Iris. Please enclose your handling charge for Beardless Iris 
separately from like charges for Bearded Iris shipments.)

Hardy Beardless Iris are ideal for landscaping in a perennial border and will dazzle you with vivid  colors and gorgeous charm. Siberians are easily grown in 
most of the United States, hardy and  relatively maintenance-free. Their graceful foliage and sturdy stems are naturally attractive even when not in bloom. 
Louisiana are natural water or bog plants. They present a spectacular range of colors, including the truest red hue found in any Iris species. These cold-hardy, 
disease-resistant hybrids are at home almost everywhere in the garden, as well as on the edges of ponds.

Beardless Iris

60 

ICARUS, (LA), 35”, Yellow occasionally infused white; green signals 
surrounded by yellow. .........................................................$14.00

ACADIAN MISS, (LA), 30˝, White w/yellow signal spot. 
AM ’86. MSD ’90 ...................................................................$14.00

INN-KEEPER, (LA), 41”, Violet-blue w/yellow-gold signal; style arms 
violet, edged lighter.. ................................................................ $14.00

GINNY’S CHOICE, (LA), 26”, Blue-violet w/yellow style arms; 
ruffled. AM ’10. MSD ’12. ........................................................ $14.00

Wonderful Water Iris Collection
Enjoy one of each of these four great Iris: ACADIAN MISS, GINNY’S CHOICE, ICARUS, INN-KEEPER 

for ONLY $52.00
OFFER 16-60

(Shipping & Handling included. Note: If purchasing these Iris individually, shipping rates will apply.)
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More Beardless Iris and other fabulous Iris available online. www.schreinersgardens.com

Simply 
Siberian 

Iris 
Collection

Beardless Iris bring height and texture 
to the full-sun perennial garden.

* Bloom late May to early June.

* Graceful foliage and sturdy stems 
attractive spring through first frost.

Here we offer a sampling of three, 
with shipping included!

Ships Aug. 15th.
(Note: If purchasing these Iris 

individually, shipping rates will apply.)

All THREE for 
ONLY $48.00

(shipping & handling included)
OFFER 16-61

BANISH MISFORTUNE, (SIB), 45”, Mid lavender, cream signal w/purple veins. AM ’07. MW ’11. ........... $16.00

SALAMANDER CROSSING, (SIB), 42”, Small yellow & lavender 
flowers heavily peppered w/violet. AM ’06. ...........................$16.00

RUFFLES AND FLOURISHES, (SIB), 33”, Ruffled red-violet; white 
rim on falls. AM ’07. ...............................................................$16.00
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Those among us Iris lovers who can hardly 
wait for the year’s season to start have merely 

to plant some Dwarf Bearded Iris to enjoy 
Iris blooming with the first inkling of spring 
warmth. These cute rascals (5 to 15 inches 

in height) produce perfectly formed flowers in 
miniature. Ideal subjects for edging and fronts 
of borders, Dwarf Iris can also be used to great 

advantage in rock gardens. Dwarf Iris add 
immense pleasure to any Iris planting, yielding 
a beautiful early spring display. Look for stem 
height, listed in inches, following variety name 

in the descriptions at right.

Dwarf Iris

Season Opener 
Collection

MIX & MATCH TEN
for ONLY $69.95

At the first blush of spring the Dwarf Iris open 
the Iris bloom season! Mix and match any 10 of 
the darling Dwarf Iris pictured on pages 62 and 

63 to create your own collection! 
OFFER 16-62A

Sorry, this collection not available online.

Twice As Nice
This contains some of the cutest reblooming Iris. 

One each of:

AUTUMN JESTER
BLUEBERRY TART
CACHE OF GOLD

RAINDANCE RETURNS
TREMORS

5 for ONLY $34.00
OFFER 16-62B

More Dwarf Iris and other  
fabulous Iris available online. 

www.schreinersgardens.com

RIVETING

GRAPH

GINGERBREAD TRIM

HELMSMAN

CITY NEON

BE BRIEF

ABSOLUTE JOY, (SBD), 11” Bright pink with fuchsia purple spot. 
(pic. page 63) AM ‘10. .............................................................................................$8.00

AUTUMN JESTER, (SDB), 13”, Purple self; reblooms. (pic. page 63) ..................7.00

AWAKE, (SBD), 9”, Powder blue self. Falls have purple violet veining; bright 
lavender-blue beard. (pic. page 63) ...........................................................................7.00

BALLISTIC, (SBD), 14”, Yellow ground w/claret-purple plicata edges.
(pic. page 63) AM ‘07 ................................................................................................8.00

BE BRIEF, (MDB), 7”, Butter yellow w/purple plicata markings; beards gold 
tipped brown; ruffled; fragrant. (pic. at left) AM ’14 .............................................10.50

BEE’S KNEES, (SBD), 12”, Pale pink with heavy plicata stitching. 
(pic. page 63) ..............................................................................................................7.00

BLACK SUEDE, (SDB), 11”, Dark violet-purple with yellow beards. 
(pic. page 63) ............................................................................................................. 7.00

BLUEBEARD’S GHOST, (SDB), 14”, Pristine white w/dark blue beards. 
(pic. page 63) Walther Cup 2008. AM ’10. CDM ’12 ............................................9.00

BLUEBERRY TART, (SDB), 11”, Blue stds. & reddish tan falls; reblooms. 
(pic. page 63) AM ’08 ................................................................................................8.00

BUGSY, (MDB), 6”, Yellow stds., black-maroon falls edged yellow. (pic. page 63) 
AM ’98. CWM ’00. .....................................................................................................7.00

CACHE OF GOLD, (SDB), 11”, Gold self; reblooms. (pic. page 63) AM ’08 .....8.50

CAT’S EYE, (SDB), 15”, Big red thumbprint on rose. (pic. page 63) 
AM ’06. CDM ’08.  .....................................................................................................8.00

CITY NEON, (SDB), 10”, Ruffled blue-pink stds., falls slightly deeper blue-pink 
around electric blue beards; flared. (pic. at left)  ....................................................10.00

DEVOTED, (SDB), 13”, Bicolor w/violet-blue stds. & burgundy falls; white 
beards. (pic. page 63) AM ’09 ...................................................................................8.50

EL TORITO, (SBD), 12”, Bright orange self w/fiery red beards.(pic. page 63) .....7.00

EWE’LL DEW, (SBD), 12”, Yellow-orange self, dark orange beards. 
(pic. page 63) ............................................................................................................12.50

EXPERIMENT, (SDB), 14”, Greenish yellow w/striking dark indigo beards.
(pic. page 63) ..............................................................................................................8.00

FOREVER BLUE, (SBD), 12”, Light blue-violet self. (pic. page 63) AM ‘02 ........7.00

GINGERBREAD TRIM, (SDB), 11”, Medium brown-plum stds. w/gold edge, 
falls butterscotch w/red spot; orange- gold beards; fragrant. (pic. at left) .............12.50

GRAPH, (SDB), 14”, Lime-yellow stds. stitched blue, green-yellow falls 
w/light blue stitching; blue beards; fragrant. (pic. at left) ......................................12.50

HELMSMAN, (SDB), 13”, Orange-peach stds., falls cream w/faint peach 
infusion & orange veining; vermilion beards; fragrant. (pic. at left) .....................10.50

HUGS, (SDB), 13”, Purple plicata band on white ground, bright orange beards.
(pic. page 63) ..............................................................................................................9.00

ICE AND INDIGO, (SDB), 10”, Cool blue-white standards and falls with
deep blue-violet spot. (pic. page 63) AM ’97 ............................................................7.00

LUMALITE, (SBD), 14”, Clean white with bright yellow spot.(pic. page 63) .......7.00

MARKSMAN, (SDB), 13”, Ruffled, hot orange self, spicy fragrance. 
(pic. page 63) AM ’03. CDM ’05. .............................................................................7.00

MINIDRAGON, (SDB), 13”, Dark with flaming red beards. (pic. page 63) 
AM ’02. CDM ’04. ......................................................................................................7.00 

NINJA TURTLES, (SDB), 10” Olive stds. w/olive plicata falls, white halo around blue 
beards. (pic. page 63). ................................................................................................9.50

OPEN YOUR EYES, (SDB), 15”, White w/large irregularly blended inky dark 
blue spot on falls; fragrant. (pic. page 63) AM ’14 .................................................12.50
OVERCAST, (SDB), 14˝, Tan stds. w/hazel band on lavender falls. 
(pic. page 63) ..............................................................................................................9.00
PAUSE, (SBD), 12”, Pink stds., rosy violet falls, beards tangerine turning blue; 
fragrant. (pic. page 63) ...............................................................................................8.00
PELE, (SDB), 11˝, Bright orange w/large purple spot; very different. 
(pic. page 63) AM ’97. CDM ’99 ..............................................................................7.00

PINK FROSTING, (SDB), 13”, Pink w/violet stitching & tangerine beards; 
fragrant. (pic. page 63) ...............................................................................................9.50

POSING, (SDB), 14”, Grey-lavender w/burgundy signal spot. (pic. page 63)........7.50

PURPLE PAWS, (SDB), 11”, Buttery yellow, washed and speckled red-violet. 
(pic. page 63) ............................................................................................................12.00

RAINDANCE RETURNS, (SDB), 14”, Large sky blue self; reblooms. 
(pic. page 63) ..............................................................................................................7.50

RIVETING, (SDB), 15”, Ruffled white w/dark blue-purple spot on falls; 
beards light yellow tipped white; fragrant. (pic. at left) AM ’13. ...........................10.00

TINGLE, (MDB), 7”, White w/yellow spot. (pic. page 63) AM ’04. ......................8.50

TREMORS, (SDB), 11”, Bright yellow ground w/brown plicata edge; reblooms. 
(pic. page 63) ..............................................................................................................8.50

TRUE NAVY, (SDB), 12”, Deep navy blue self. (pic. page 63) AM ’06 ................8.00

WINE SPRITZER, (SBD), 9”, Rosy magenta w/wine spots on falls. 
(pic. page 63) ..............................................................................................................8.50

WISH UPON A STAR, (SBD), 13” Purple-black w/busy white beards. 
(pic. page 63) AM ’10. CDM ’13. .............................................................................8.00
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FOREVER BLUE

PAUSE

TINGLE

DEVOTED

CAT’S EYE

MARKSMAN

PINK FROSTING

AWAKE

WISH UPON A STAR

AUTUMN JESTER

TREMORS

ICE AND INDIGO

BEE'S KNEES

BLUEBEARD'S GHOST WINE SPRITZER

RAINDANCE RETURNS OVERCAST MINIDRAGON

EXPERIMENT

ABSOLUTE JOY

EWE’LL DEW

LUMALITE

PELECACHE OF GOLD

EL TORITO BLUEBERRY TART TRUE NAVYBALLISTIC

NINJA TURTLES

POSING

BLACK SUEDE OPEN YOUR EYESHUGS PURPLE PAWSBUGSY
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Median Iris include the Border Bearded, Table and Intermediate groups of Iris. They are smaller versions of their Tall 
Bearded cousins, ranging in height from 15" to 28". Their foliage, flower size and stalks are all in proportion to this 
reduced size. Stem height listed in inches following variety name.Median Iris

Intermediates
A happy combination of early flowering Iris. One each of:

7 for ONLY $49.95
OFFER 16-64A

Median Rebloomers
Enjoy 7 of these bright rebloomers. One each of:

7 for ONLY $52.00
OFFER 16-64B

EYE TO EYE
$14.00

MAN’S BEST 
FRIEND
$12.50

PETIT 
LOUVOIS

$12.50 PETIT 
TIGRE
$10.00

EYE TO EYE, (AB), 16”, Violet blue stds., falls purple wash on yellow ground, red-purple signal; 
gold beards. AM ’14 .................................................................................................... $14.00

MAN’S BEST FRIEND, (IB), 25”, Light slate-violet stds., falls medium red-brown w/grey-
white band; beards tipped yellow; ruffled; fragrant. AM ’12. SM ’15. ......................... $12.50

PETIT LOUVOIS, (MTB), 26”, Red-violet to brown stds.,  red-violet falls w/lighter edge; 
beards gold; fragrant. AM ’10 ..................................................................................... $12.50

PETIT TIGRE, (IB), 26”, Bronze yellow stds., yellow striated bronze falls; beards 
bronze  .............................................................................................................$10.00

BLACKBEARD
EYE CANDY

FATHOM

LIMONADA
ORANGE POP
STARWOMAN

LADY OF THE NIGHT

ANGELWALKER
DOUBLE YOUR FUN

IT’S A GIGGLE

LENORA PEARL
LINE DRIVE

MARIPOSA WIZARD
MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM



LADY OF THE NIGHT ORANGE POPCROW'S FEET LINE DRIVEDOUBLE YOUR FUN

AARDVARK ANTICKZ, (IB), 21”, Ruffled gold and tan blend, peppered w/purple; orange beards; broken 
color pattern; fragrant. ..................................................................................................................................................... $9.00
ANACONDA LOVE, (BB), 24”, Ruffled pink- purple bitone  w/silvery streaks and blotches; fragrant. 
AM ‘03. KM ’06 ................................................................................................................................................................. 7.50
ANGELWALKER (IB & RE), 18”, Beautiful pure white self; reblooms. (pic. below) ................................................ 8.50
AQUA TAJ, (IB), 22”, Medium-dark blue w/bronze beards.. ........................................................................................ 7.50
ASK ALMA, (IB), 18”, Rich shrimp pink, good form and super vigor. AM ‘91. SM ‘94. ............................................ 8.00
ATTITUDE, (IB), 22”, Purple plicata w/white ground. ................................................................................................ 8.00
BABOON BOTTOM, (BB), 26˝, Pink streaked rose and white. AM ’98. KM ’02. ..................................................... 7.50
BATIK, (BB), 24”,Wildly streaked w/white markings give each royal purple flower its own distinctive look. Its 
habit is rather tall and its flowers large for a Border Bearded. AM ‘90. KM. ‘92 ............................................................ 7.50
BLACKBEARD, (BB), 25”, Pale blue-violet with contrasting blue-black beards, classically tailored form. 
(pic. at right) AM ’93 ........................................................................................................................................................ 7.00
BLUEBERRY FILLY, (IB), 23”, Red-violet, silver white streaks.. ................................................................................. 8.50
BOUNCE, (IB), 25”, Garnet to rose amethyst w/ overlaid reddish brown on falls; beards bronze; fragrant
(pic. below right) ............................................................................................................................................................ 10.50
BUMBLEBEE DEELITE, (MTB), 20”, Yellow stds., dark maroon falls. WW ’93 ........................................................... 7.50
CONCERTINA, (IB & RE), 27”, Rose self; blue beards & horns; reblooms. AM ’06 ................................................ 7.50
CROW'S FEET, (BB), 27”, White stds., purple and white falls, loud orange beards; musky fragrance. 
(pic. above) AM ’10. KM ’12. ......................................................................................................................................... 10.50
DAZZLING, (IB), 26”, Icy white stds., blue-purple falls edged white; fragrant. AM ’12. SM ’14 .............................. 10.00
DELIRIUM, (IB), 27”, Gold stds., falls washed w/dark purple. (pic. below right) 
Walther Cup ’03. AM ’05. SM ’07. ................................................................................................................................... 8.50
DEVIL’S PLAYGROUND, (IB), 24", Burgundy and cream plicata............................................................................. 8.00
DOE Z DOE, (IB), 26”, Tan stds., lavender-violet falls w/silver-white streaking. ......................................................... 10.50
DOUBLE YOUR FUN, (IB & RE), 21˝, White stds., yellow falls; reblooms (pic. above) ........................................ 7.50
EYE CANDY, (BB), 27”, Very ruffled bright pink self. AM ’08. KM ’10 .................................................................... 10.50
FATHOM, (IB), 20”, Clear sky blue self, superb ruffled form. AM ’02 ......................................................................... 7.00
FRISKY FROLIC, (IB), 26”, Peachy pink stds., w/reddish purple falls and bright orange beards; ruffled. ................ 8.00
FROSTED VELVET, (MTB), 22”, Purple falls w/white stds. & rim. AM ’93. WW ’95. ................................................ 7.50
HALSTON, (IB & RE), 22”, Deep mineral violet; fragrant; reblooms. ......................................................................... 7.00
IT’S A GIGGLE, (IB & RE), 21”, Tan w/red-burgundy thumbprint on falls; reblooms. (pic. at right) .................... 8.00
LADY OF THE NIGHT, (BB), 27”, Dark purple stds., big yellow beards on black-purple falls (pic. above) 
AM ’12. KM ’14. .............................................................................................................................................................. 12.50
LENORA PEARL, (BB & RE), 27”, Salmon pink self, tangerine beards; reblooms. (pic. at right) 
AM ’93. KM ’96. ................................................................................................................................................................ 7.50
LIMONADA, (IB),  26”, Bright clean lemon yellow self. (pic. above right) AM ’11. ................................................. 8.00
LINE DRIVE, (IB & RE), 20”, White heavily washed and streaked violet-blue; reblooms; fragrant. (pic. above) ...... 9.50
MANY MAHALOS, (IB & RE), 19”, Bright orange self; reblooms. AM ’10. .............................................................. 8.50
MARIPOSA WIZARD, (IB & RE), 22”, Blue stds., violet falls; reblooms. (pic. at right) AM ’08. ..................................... 7.50
MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM, (IB & RE), 17”, Dark purple self; reblooms. (pic. at right) 
AM ’03. SM ’06. ................................................................................................................................................................. 8.50
ORANGE POP, (BB), 26”, Ruffled orange petals; sweet fragrance. (pic. above) AM ’02. KM ’04 ............................. 7.50
ORINOCO FLOW, (BB), 25”, White petals w/blue-violet markings. British Dykes Medal  ’94 ............................... $7.50
PERSONA, (MTB), 18”, Tan stds., white falls w/dark violet stripes. AM ’11 ............................................................... 8.50
PINK BUBBLES, (BB), 24”, Pink, deeper pink beards. AM ’84. KM ’86. ................................................................... 7.50
REDONDO, (IB), 22”, Raisin red plicata bands on light yellow grounds. .....................................................................................8.00
RUMBLE, (IB), 24”, Stds. bishops violet w/iridescent violet falls and blue-black area over 2/3 of falls; beards 
violet tipped gold. ............................................................................................................................................................... 8.00
 SEASON TICKET, (IB), 26”, Deep yellow self w/fire red beards ................................................................................ 7.00
STARWOMAN, (IB), 25”, Blackish purple plicata. (pic. at right) AM ’03. SM ’05. DM ’08. .................................... 7.50
 SYNERGY, (IB), 25”, Gold-buff w/rosy lilac flush. ........................................................................................................ 8.50
 VIRGINIA LYLE, (MTB), 24”, Medium blue-violet self. .............................................................................................. 7.50
WINGED ANGEL, (IB), 25”, Beautiful space age ruffled peachy salmon, w/slight apricot shoulders; tangerine 
beards.  ................................................................................................................................................................................ 8.50
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More Median Iris and other fabulous Iris available online. 
www.schreinersgardens.com

IT'S A GIGGLE

STARWOMAN

BLACKBEARD

MARIPOSA WIZARD

LENORA PEARL

MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM

ANGELWALKER BOUNCE

LIMONADA

DELIRIUM
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Garden
Gems                   

Collection
Mix and Match 

any 8 of your choice from 
the Iris on these two 

pages, 66 & 67, to create 
your own collection! 

ONLY $67.00
OFFER 16-66

BEST
BET

$7.50

RODEO
GIRL
$8.50

LIGHTSHINE
$7.50

TOUR
DE FRANCE

$7.50

GHOST
TRAIN
$7.50

TUMALO
SUNSET
$10.50

RARE
QUALITY

$8.00

VANITY'S
CHILD
$7.50
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Treasure 
Chest

All 16 of the choice Iris 
pictured on pages 66 & 67 and 

described on page 68

for ONLY 
$118.00

OFFER 16-67

SPEED
LIMIT
$7.50

CINQUE
TERRE
$15.00

COME AWAY
WITH ME

$12.50

DELTA
BLUES
$8.00 FIRST

INTERSTATE
$8.00

ROARING
TWENTIES

$18.00

CATCH
A STAR
$12.50

DOUBLE
CLICK
$9.00
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Descriptions for the sixteen varieties in The Treasure Chest Collection (See pictures on pages 66 & 67)

BEST BET (Schreiner 1988) E. & RE. 36”  $7.50
 Light wisteria blue standards sharply contrast the deep hyacinth blue falls in this 

floriferous bitone. It often produces two to three stems per plant early in the 
bloom season and then tends to bloom again in the fall. This child of Titan’s Glory 
combines the vigorous growth habits and flower size of its parent with its own 
distinctive color pattern.  See our photo on  page 66. HM ’90. AM ’93.

CATCH A STAR (Schreiner 2010) L. 41”    $12.50
 Tall erect stature and enthralling tangerine beards distinguish this exciting bea-

con. In addition here is a vivacious white self that bristles with copiously laced 
petals as shown in our picture on page 67. Extraordinarily tall stems yield 6-7 
buds on three well-spaced branches.

CINQUE TERRE  (Schreiner 2011) L. 43”  $15.00
 A unique blend of henna hues bless this appropriately named bitone. Its standards 

are embellished with a terra cotta tint. These upright petals are deeper colored 
than the hazel-ochre falls. Our illustration on page 67 shows the tawny ¼ inch 
band on the fall’s edges. This russet blend is sun-fast and has exquisite flower 
form.  In addition its vigorous bloom habit produces 7 to 10 buds on each tall 
stalk.  

COME AWAY WITH ME (Schreiner 2008) EML. 35” $12.50
 Warm pink delicately blends with luscious apricot in its standards as shown in 

our picture page 67. The flaring falls proudly display a striking one-inch band of 
rosy magenta around a large spot of the same apricot-pink color as the standards. 
Triple-socketed buds yield 9-11 blooms per stalk. HM ’10.

DELTA BLUES (Schreiner 1994) M. 36” $8.00
 This cool azure marvel, pictured on page 67, boasts wide rounded petals, lavish 

ruffles and great heavenly blue color.  In addition this fine Iris offers phenomenal 
bloom vigor, producing sturdy stems with three to four branches yielding 8-11 
buds.  HM ’96. AM’98.

DOUBLE CLICK (Ghio 2001) EM. & RE. 32” $9.00
  Vibrant colors and intense ruffling bestow an exuberant spirit on this violet 

luminata. Its violet standards lighten at their edges, creating an ethereal effect. 
Its velvety red violet falls have a white luminata pattern surrounding the white 
beards, as illustrated in our photo page 67. HM ’03.

FIRST INTERSTATE (Schreiner 1991) EM. 36” $8.00
 Dazzling golden yellow color is precisely applied to the edges of the clean white 

falls. The broad ruffled petals are classically poised: the standards arched 
and falls flaring. 8-9 buds on three branches. See our photo on page 67.  
HM ’93. AM ’95.

GHOST TRAIN (Schreiner  2000) M. 37”               $7.50
 This nocturnal wonder is the child of Around Midnight and our Dykes Medal win-

ner, Hello Darkness. Note on page 66 how its ruffled petals add a spirited bounce 
to the somber ebony of this violet-black self. Also see how the petals’ texture is 
luxuriously smooth-like sable. Growth and bloom habits are nonpareil; each stem 
has 3 to 4 branches and averages 7 to 11 buds. HM ’02. AM ’04.

LIGHTSHINE (Schreiners 2000) ML. 36” $7.50
 Note in our photo on page 66 the starburst aurora of yellow and white that 

radiates from the deep magenta falls just below the beard. This shining lustrous 
flash nicely complements the clean barium yellow hues of the standards, beards 
and style arms. Each 6"x4" flower has classical but slightly tailored flower form. 

RARE QUALITY (Schreiner 1999) M. 36” $8.00
  One of the finest from our peerless line of blue plicatas, Rare Quality couples 

vigorous growth with generous floriferousness. Its immense flowers (7”) sharply 
contrast the pristine white ground and deep plum plicata markings. Pictured on 
page 66. HM ’01.

ROARING TWENTIES (Keppel 2009) ML. 38” $18.00
 Roaring Twenties, with its exuberant mauve-tinged standards, rollicking grape-

purple, and syncopated falls – captures the spirit of that frivolous decade of flap-
pers and speakeasies.  Blocky in form, Roaring Twenties, as shown in our photo 
on page 67, has amazing broad and ruffled falls, embroidered delightfully in 
heliotrope. HM ’11.

RODEO GIRL (Schreiner 2005) M. 40” $8.50
 This wrangler’s vermilion plicata markings are like flames of fuchsia. Observe 

in our picture on page 66 how the yellow ground color shines like flaxen hair.  
Adventurous flaring flower form gives a pert bounce to this intriguing charmer.  
Three- to four-branched stems produce 7 to 8 buds.  HM ’07. 

SPEED LIMIT (Lauer 1992) EM. & RE. 38˝ $7.50
 Speed Limit's intense hyacinth blue color is punctuated by a prominent white 

spot at the center of the falls, practically obscuring the pure white beards, as 
displayed in our photo on page 67. It has good ruffled and flaring form and 
will rebloom later in the season. HM ’94. AM ’96.

TOUR DE FRANCE (Keppel 2004) M. 35” $7.50
 This yellow amoena’s electrifying color contrast is demonstrated in our photo 

on page 66. Note the pale lemon yellow infusion at the base of the white stan-
dards and the chrome yellow at the center of the golden falls. The wide ruffled 
petals have a velvety texture, and Tour de France emits a slight sweet fragrance.                         
HM ’06. AM ’08. WM ’11.

TUMALO  SUNSET (Schreiner 2009) L. 38” $10.50
 Here we have a radiant non-fading mellifluous color that varies in hue like a fall 

sunset as seen from Tumalo Falls in Central Oregon.  The slightly ruffled flowers 
are average sized, crisply held and have good substance.  Its most striking feature 
is the brilliant tangerine beards that literally glow, as shown in our photo on 
page 66.

VANITY’S CHILD (Olson 1985) ML. 29” $7.50
  Of short stature and with moderately sized flowers, Vanity’s Child should be 

considered for the front of the border. Our photo on page 66 illustrates 
the delectable pale pink colors of these ruffled blossoms. And these flowers 
bloom in abundance, as Vanity’s Child often yields multiple stems per rhizome.  
HM ’88.

SILVERADO (Schreiner 1987) M. 38” $7.50
 This cool blue-white self dances with artistic flare. Silverado’s broad 

and heavily substanced petals are lavishly ruffled, as shown above. Tall 
sturdy stems superbly display 8-9 buds on two nicely spaced branches. 

 HM ’89. Walther Cup ’89. AM ’91. WM ’93. DM ’94..

1994 DYKES 
MEDAL

SILVERADO
$7.50
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AUTUMN RIESLING (Schreiner 2006) ML. 40” $12.00 
Brilliant tones of orange and apricot make this self a welcome harbinger of sum-
mer sunshine, warm sunny days and sweet oranges. Note in our picture on page 
71 the glowing tangerine beards. Such compelling color is sure to set your garden 
ablaze. HM ’09.

BLACK SUITED (Innerst 2000) ML. 36” $9.00
 The hybridizer bred our own Black Tie Affair with his Dykes Medal-winning 

Before the Storm to achieve this very impressive inky black self.  In addition to its 
outstanding dark color (see our photo on page 70), Black Suited is gifted with 
a slight musky fragrance and very vigorous growth.  HM ’03

DEVIL’S RIOT (Blyth 1994) ML. 33”  $7.50
 A riot of color indeed! Devil’s Riot’s bright apricot standards are flushed with 

violet at the midribs. Its plush red burgundy falls are infused with reddish violet 
below the bright tangerine beards. As seen in our photo on page 71, the pleas-
ant ruffling and light lacing add to the celebration. A very vigorous Australian 
import.

FRIMOUSSE (Cayeux 2000) ML. 33” $7.50
 This admirable French import, pictured on page 71, features a tantalizing 

combination of colors. Bright tangerine beards combine with peach colored 
standards and raspberry falls resulting in a sensual display.

Descriptions for the sixteen varieties in The Rainbow Collection (See pictures on pages 70 & 71)

GLORIOUS SKY (Schreiner 2014) ML. 40”  $34.00
Contemplating the white of the fall, with its slight dusting of yellow glitter, brings 
to mind a sunset. Encircling the corrugated fall is a quarter inch copper rose 
band, and on the very edge – a light tan edging. Pale yellow standards are quite 
tall and uniform in color. Medium orange beards provide some gaiety to the 
ensemble, as you see in our photo on page 70. The soft tones of this charmer 
will grow on you.

MIAMI BEACH (Keppel 2005) M. 40” $8.00
 Miami Beach dares to be ignored. Impressing critics with its bold block of satu-

rated empire yellow, red beards and aromatic fragrance, you will want this for 
your traffic-stopping collection. The photo on page 71 illustrates its thrilling 
brilliance. HM ’07. AM ’11.

MIDNIGHT TREAT (Schreiner 2006) EM. 36" $8.00
 The rich coloration of this purple and black bitone will enthrall you early in 

the bloom season. Large 4" x 61/
2
" blooms have broad ruffled form and velvety 

texture. See in our picture on page 71 how the lighter purple of the standards 
is repeated on the edges of the falls. HM ’08.

PEGGY SUE (Lauer 2006) EML. & RE. 34”  $14.00
 When the breeze is just right, this one comes with faint strains of Buddy Holly…  

A darling pink bitone.  Mandarin red beards hold sway between the gentle light 
pink standards and the paler finely shaped falls.  Peggy Sue, a fragrant rebloomer, 
is getting well-earned attention.  See for yourself in our photo on page 70. 

 HM ’08. AM ’10.

RECURRING DELIGHT (Lauer 1998) L. 35”                       $7.50
 Inexhaustible ruffles abound on this large well-formed bicolor. Recurring Delight's 

Dykes Medal-winning grandparent, Edith Wolford, has passed its colors on. Its 
ruffled greyed yellow standards are flushed with lavender at their midribs. The 
broad copiously ruffled falls are rich blue-violet, lighter at the rims and brownish 
at the haft, as shown in our photo on page 70. Additionally, Recurring Delight has 
a pronounced sweet fragrance. HM ’01.

SILKEN TRIM (Schreiner 2012) L. 36”  $14.00
 Our empress could not resist the allure of Silken Trim's rich claret and violet 

adorning her robes. Tantalizing enfolding standards are wine colored, as are the 
trimmed fringes of the fine, silky violet falls. The result - a distinctive specimen 
for the discerning collector. The large flowers come with 2 branches and double-
socketed buds, as shown in our photo on page 70. HM ’15.

SIMPLY SENSATIONAL (Johnson 2007) L. 34”  $14.00
 A hyperbolic appellation, you wonder? Au contraire. Simply Sensational, pictured  

on page 70, lives up to its billing. Immaculately white with a breath of lavender 
in the standards and a whiff of green on the falls, this chiseled knockout trium-
phantly culminates with its contrasting red beard and welcoming scent. HM ’10.

SKY AND SUN (Schreiner 2000) EML. 39” $7.50
 Sky and Sun inherited its outstanding light sky blue color from its celebrated 

parent, Navajo Jewel. A hint of turquoise blends into the ruffled petals' sky blue 
color. This beautiful blue color and good garden vigor ensure its popularity. See 
our photo on page 71.

SMOKE AND THUNDER (B. Blyth 2006) ML. 38” $12.50
 Wild undulating ruffles and bright tangerine beards give Smoke and Thunder 

an electrifying garden presence.  This distinctively colored Australian import, 
pictured on page 70, has honey-buff standards with violet infused midribs.  
A greyish buff band edges the reddish violet falls, accentuating these fabulous 
ruffles.

SPIRIT RIDER (Schreiner 2013) EM. 42”  $24.00
 Spirit Rider is the latest in a succession of bluish-purple plicatas. An eye-level view 

at the contrast between the inner standards and stylearms can be captivating, 
while plum plicata markings encircle both the falls and standards. Spirit Rider 
blooms earlier in the season, on 42” stalks and is pictured on page 71. HM ’15.

STARCREST (Schreiner 1983) M. 37”  $7.50
  Mid-season blooms bring a warm lavender-orchid self with red beards. See our 

illustration of this beauty on page 71. HM '85

TRADE SECRET (Keppel 2003) EML. 36”  $7.50
  Trade Secret enjoys a most mysterious and seductive color combination as shown 

in our photo on page 70. Its chartreuse standards are infused with smoky lav-
ender at their bases. The chartreuse color of the falls darkens at their shoulders, 
highlighting the bright tangerine beards. A slight sweet fragrance beckons a 
closer look. HM ’05. AM ’08.
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Create Your Own 

Masterpiece Collection

Rainbow
 Collection

The Iris possess a color range that 
rivals the rainbow in every imaginable 

hue and tone. No other perennial offers 
as wide a range of color.

Enjoy ALL 16 on these
 two pages for ONLY 

$124.50
OFFER 16-70

SIMPLY
SENSATIONAL

$14.00

SMOKE 
AND 

THUNDER
$12.50

GLORIOUS
SKY

$34.00

RECURRING
DELIGHT

$7.50

BLACK 
SUITED
$9.00

PEGGY 
SUE

$14.00

SILKEN
TRIM
$14.00

TRADE
SECRET

$7.50
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MIAMI
BEACH
$8.00

SPIRIT
RIDER
$24.00

Mix and Match 8 Iris from 
pages 70 & 71 to make your 
own Masterpiece Collection.

for ONLY $69.95
OFFER 16-71B

Create Your Own 

Masterpiece Collection

Rainbow
 Collection

Paint your garden with massive 
plantings of several colors. Here we 

offer THREE plants each of all
 16 Iris varieties pictured on

 these two pages.

RECEIVE 48 
for ONLY $374.00

OFFER 16-71

Colorama
Collection

AUTUMN
RIESLING

$12.00

DEVIL'S
RIOT
$7.50

MIDNIGHT
TREAT
$8.00

SKY
AND SUN

$7.50 STARCREST
$7.50

FRIMOUSSE
$7.50
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Cover Girl
 Collection

MAKIN’ GOOD TIME
BETTER TOGETHER
URBAN COWGIRL

ALSEA FALLS
TWILIGHT RAPTURE

Enjoy ALL 5 for 

ONLY $115.00
OFFER 16-72

Iris Lover’s Catalog Cover Girls
Each year we select our new introduction with the greatest charm and beauty to grace the cover of our Iris Lover’s 

Catalog. Here we offer five recent “cover girls” in one stunning collection. *See descriptions online.

ALSEA
FALLS
$30.00

BETTER
TOGETHER

$34.00

TWILIGHT
RAPTURE

$12.50

URBAN
COWGIRL

$34.00

MAKIN'
GOOD
TIME

$48.00


